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The Trade War Is 
Intensified between 
U.S. and Europe

Donald Trump, President of the Unit-
ed States, continues to pursue his 
protectionist policies in interna-

tional trade. This has led to concern and 
frustration among the U.S. European part-
ners. Many international economic analysts 
are now talking about the conflicts raised 
between the United States and Europe 
over imposing steel and aluminum tariffs 
as the transatlantic “trade war”, conflicts 
that may widen in the near future, and 
affect the widespread relations between 
Washington and Europe.

Although the European authorities 
such as Emmanuel Macron, Angela Merkel 
and Theresa May are seeking to manage 
this situation and prevent tensions from 
escalating with Washington, the anger 
raised among citizens, businessmen and 
opposition parties towards Trump and 
the U.S. government is to the extent that 
these politicians can’t hide it.

The German Chancellor has recently sent 
an indirect and meaningful warning to Trump 
about his free commerce and counterbalance 
trade threats. On her 11th China trip since 
becoming chancellor in 2005, Merkel sought 
to show Chinese-German solidarity over 
free trade. The German Chancellor stressed 
that the United States should permanently 
exempt the EU from the unfair steel and 
aluminum tariffs. However, it seems that 
Trump doesn’t intend to retreat against its 
European partners. It’s possible that Trump 
may consider temporary exemptions for 
Europe in this regard, but there will be no 
sign of permanent exemptions. In the latest 
U.S. trade move that has alarmed Beijing 
and Berlin alike, the U.S. President Trump 
announced a national security investigation 
on car and truck imports that could poten-
tially lead to tariffs. The fact is that Germany 
as an exporting country, runs large trade 
surpluses with the United States, but now 
it has found itself in Trump’s firing line.

Merkel signaled that her government 
will support European Union retaliation 
if necessary, though she prefers talks on 
between EU and U.S. Authorities to lower 
tariffs and defuse the conflict.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel also 
warned that “nobody will win” a global 
trade conflict after with the U.S. President 
Donald Trump approving tariffs on foreign 
steel and aluminum.   7

TEHRAN (Tasnim) – A political commentator 
based in London deplored the Israeli regime’s 
mass killings of defenseless people in the Gaza 
Strip and said Tel Aviv “has lost the last vestiges 
of moral accountability”.

“The Palestinian people will rise time and 
again and die, because for them, dying with honor 
is better than living in servitude at the mercy of 
what they view as a detestable power which has 
lost the last vestiges of moral accountability,” 
Riaz Karim, the director and co-founder of the 
Mona Relief Organization, said in an interview 
with the Tasnim News Agency.

Dr. Riaz Karim holds a PhD from Harvard 
University. He is also the Director of Veritas 
Centre for Strategic Studies in London. He is 
also an analyst and commentator for a number 
of media outlets around the world.

Following is the full text of the interview:

  As you know, on the last Friday of the holy 
month of Ramadan each year, Muslims and an-
ti-Israeli activists hold worldwide demonstrations 
to express their solidarity with the defenseless 
people of Palestine. Since March 30, Israeli troops 
have killed at least 120 Palestinians during mass 
demonstrations dubbed the “Great March of Re-
turn” along the Gaza border. Most of the dead and 
the thousands wounded were unarmed civilians 
against whom Israel was using excessive force. 
What is our assessment of the developments and 
the Israeli regime’s crimes?

A: At this moment in time after the senseless 
killings of the Palestinian people in their quest 
for freedom, the Palestinian people are ready 
to make even greater sacrifices knowing that no 
matter how much force the Zionists use, they 
will never prevail in subjugating two million 
Palestinians (in Gaza) indefinitely.

The Palestinian people will rise time and again 
and die, because for them, dying with honor is 
better than living in servitude at the mercy of 
what they view as a detestable power which has 
lost the last vestiges of moral accountability.

Most of us can only imagine the utter misery 
that the Palestinians are experiencing day in and 
day out. We cannot even begin to imagine or 
understand the psychological and emotional 
disposition of the Palestinians. More than 80 
percent of the Palestinians are under the age of 
50 and were born under the occupation, having 
never experienced a day of freedom.

Fifty years of hopelessness and despair. Fifty 
years of humiliation and submission. Fifty years 
of fear and uncertainty. Fifty years of deprivation, 
fifty years of dehumanization and degradation, 
fifty years of resentment, hatred, and loathing 
and the Palestinians are the bad people?   7

‘Israel has lost last vestiges of moral accountability’

TEHRAN (FNA) — That people are dying daily 
from the U.S.-backed, Saudi-led attack in Yemen’s 
Hodeidah, while the illegal blockade of the port 
city that continues apace is an affront to the very 
idea of the United Nations Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights that every nation has the right 
to peace and an adequate standard of living.

Sadly, the UN is yet to deliver on its own 
Declaration and the world needs to reclaim 
it. Earlier this week, a Swedish call at the UN 
Security Council for an immediate ceasefire in 
Hodeidah was derailed during a closed session. 
The U.S. and Britain both expressed opposition 
to the measure, designed to prevent the Saudi-led 
forces attacking the port responsible for feeding 
8.4 million civilians.

This is indeed a failure by the UN to stop the 
attack and demand an end to Western military 
support for the Saudi-led coalition – even France 
has now joined the coalition. It has exacerbated 
hunger in an impoverished and war-torn na-
tion already on the brink of famine. The lack of 
humanitarian assistance, following suspension 
of aid programs and with limited NGO staff on 
the ground while a military offensive is ongoing, 
has equally had severe consequences on a city 
already facing restrictions on the import and 
internal transportation of vital supplies, including 
medicines, food, and fuel.

Since the fighting started on Friday, thou-
sands of Hodeidah’s 600,000 civilians have 
evacuated and hundreds of people have been 

killed. The port city is the main conduit through 
which about 70 percent of international aid 
reaches Yemenis, many of whom are battling 
starvation and outbreaks of infectious diseases 
such as cholera.

According to the Norwegian Refugee Coun-
cil’s office in Yemen, “Humanitarian agencies 
cannot currently access any areas South of the 
city where people are most likely to have been 
injured, affected, and displaced, leaving us 
without a clear picture of needs.” The lack of 
humanitarian assistance, following suspension 
of aid programs and with limited NGO staff on 
the ground while a military offensive, is still 
ongoing. It flies in the face of international 
humanitarian law.   1 3

We need to reclaim UN’s radical vision in Yemen

Hanif Ghaffari
Political analyst
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OPEC’s big test: 
A choice between 
right and wrong

As the Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OPEC) prepares to 
meet later this week in Vienna, tension 

is rising among some of the cartel’s biggest 
members on what is said to be one of OPEC’s 
biggest decisions since its establishment.

On June 22, OPEC members along with 
Russia are going to gather once again to 
decide whether it is time to end a deal which 
has held their oil production at a certain 
level for near 18 months and pushed the 
oil prices to significant highs.

Although in making the historical deal 
in 2016, all members came to gather as a 
unanimous voice to save the market from 
clashing, this time the situation is far from 
what it was in the past.

On one side, under the U.S. influence 
[either in the form of alliance or sanctions] 
Saudi Arabia and non-OPEC-member 
Russia, which had a significant role in 
reaching the deal, are said to be willing 
to ease the production cap and use some 
of their spare capacities. 

On the other side, less privileged OPEC 
members like Iran, Venezuela, Iraq, An-
gola, Libya and Nigeria whose production 
levels have been under pressure by differ-
ent geopolitical and economic factors like 
U.S. sanctions and budget deficit need the 
prices to stay at current levels.

Since the beginning, all sides of the deal 
stuck with the pact and fully complied with 
what was decided for their production levels. 
Shortly after, since the U.S. shale production 
wasn’t able to offset the production cuts that 
OPEC and non-OPEC nations made, oil prices 
rose significantly through 2017 up to 2018 
and that made the Trump administration 
worried about the effect of higher prices on 
Trump’s political stance.

The U.S. president repeatedly voiced his 
dissatisfaction with OPEC through social media 
accusing the cartel of driving up the oil prices, 
this consequently caused some turbulence 
in the market and resulted in Saudi Arabia’s 
reaction. As U.S. ally, they raised their pro-
duction levels slightly to appease Trump and 
keep the prices from further rising. 

It is said, though, that U.S. and Sau-
di Arabia have been discussing ending 
the OPEC/non-OPEC pact long before 
this week’s meeting and Saudi is going 
to propose what is in fact a U.S.-induced 
decision in Vienna.   4

A day trip 
to Alamut 

castle! 
Holidaymakers tour the ruins of Alamut 
castle, situated in Iran’s Qazvin province, 
June 17, 2018. 

Also known as the castle of the 
Assassins, the 12th-century structure 
is nested on top of a peak. It was once 
a shelter for the followers of Hasan-e 
Sabbah (1070–1124) who was a spiritual 
leader of an Islamic sect. 

In early 1930s, British-Italian 
explorer and travel writer Freya 
Stark described her exploration of 
the place in her book “The Valleys of 
the Assassins”. 
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Rouhani 
to visit Austria, 
Switzerland

Iran, Switzerland 
hold third round 
of political talks

Spain not a worry 
for Queiroz
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Asghar Farhadi picked 
as jury head of Golden 
Apricot filmfest 16

UN expresses ‘grave worry’ over 
Saudi-UAE operation in Hudaydah 

UN high commissioner for human 
rights has warned that the Saudi-led 
attacks on Hudaydah could endanger 
the lives of millions of people as Riyadh 
resumed its airstrikes on the Yemeni 
port city’s airport, forcing civilians to 
shelter in schools.

“I emphasize my grave worry regard-
ing the Saudi and Emirati-led coalition’s 
ongoing attacks in Hudaydah – which 

could result in enormous civilian casu-
alties and have a disastrous impact on 
life-saving humanitarian aid to mil-
lions of people which comes through 
the port,” Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein said 
Monday. 

Saudi Arabia and the UAE launched a 
major assault on June 13 to take Hudaydah, 
a densely-populated city and the war-torn 
country’s most vital port.  13 

FBI’s nasty treatment of Iran national 
volleyball team

TEHRAN — Iran na-
tional team volleyball 

players were treated badly by security 
forces as they landed in a U.S. airport 
to face their American opponents in a 
FIVB Volleyball Men’s Nations League 
(VNL) match.

After the match, the national volley-
ball team coach Igor Kolakovic slammed 

U.S. security forces for mistreating the 
team’s players, saying that officers from 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
asked the Iranian volleyball players “stupid 
questions”.

“In the USA, the FBI ... asked some 
players one by one some stupid questions,” 
Kolakovic told Tasnim news agency on 
Monday.  15 

Iran to veto Saudi-proposed supply 
boost along with Venezuela, Iraq 

TEHRAN — Iran’s 
representative to 

OPEC, Hossein Kazempour Ardebili, 
said Iran along with Venezuela and Iraq 
is going to veto Saudi Arabia’s proposal 
to increase oil production in cartel’s June 
22 meeting in Vienna.

Speaking to Bloomberg on Sunday, 
Kazempour said “If the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and Russia want to increase pro-

duction, this requires unanimity. If the 
two want to act alone, that’s a breach of 
the cooperation agreement.”

“Three OPEC founders are going to 
stop it,” he added.

OPEC members are set to meet later 
this week in Vienna to discuss the proposal 
to end OPEC/non-OPEC deal which led to 
balancing the oil market and increasing 
the oil prices.  4 
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A rioter who had driven a bus into a 
group of police officers during a Feb-
ruary mob attack in north Tehran was 
hanged at a correctional facility on 
Monday morning.

Mohammad Salas, driver of the bus, 
killed three police forces and wounded a 
number of others during the February 19 
disturbance on Tehran’s Pasdaran Street. 

The convict had received the death 

sentence on March 19 after several 
court sessions.

During the clashes on Pasdaran Street 
a member of the Basij forces was also 
run over and killed and another was 
stabbed to death.

Police spokesperson said 30 police 
forces were injured and many public 
and private properties were destroyed 
in the riot.

The security forces were trying to quell 
the disturbance involving Gonabadi der-
vishes, a Sufi community in Iran.

In comments after the attack, Chief 
of Staff of the Iranian Armed Forces 
Major General Mohammad Hossein 
Baqeri said security forces will harshly 
counter violent law-breaking to prevent 
a recurrence of the mob attack.

(Source: Tasnim)

The second Iran-Europe cooperation conference is slated 
for June 21-22 in Brussels.

The conference under the theme of “New Horizon” will 
discuss ways to counter the Iranophobia project after the U.S. 
May 8 unilateral withdrawal from the nuclear deal, formally 
known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), 
Iran’s deputy vice president for international and techno-
logical affairs Ali Morteza Birang announced on Monday.

The Iran-Europe conference organized by Iranian Ravand 
Institute for Economic and International Studies is to focus 
on developing bilateral economic cooperation and interna-
tionalizing the knowledge-based companies, Birang said.

The first Iran-Europe cooperation conference was held 
three years ago in Vienna.

Biragn said the U.S. pullout from the nuclear deal has 
made many European companies cautious about their co-

operation with Iran.
He further underlined the importance of creating a pos-

itive atmosphere in Iran-Europe cooperation in order to 
counter moves against bilateral relations.

In Brussels, Iranian and European officials are to clarify 
on the new horizon for bilateral cooperation in the areas of 
technology, energy, national resources, etc., Birang said.

(Source: IRNA)

Man hanged for killing cops in Tehran mob attack

Iran, Europe to hold second cooperation conference on June 21

Hossein Mousavian, a Princeton University researcher, 
has said that the Middle East, and the world at large, are 
entering a new dangerous era after the U.S. withdrawal 
from the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran.

Mousavian made the comment as he spoke to the Windham 
World Affairs Council last month at Centre Congregational 
Church, according to The Commons online magazine.

He said that the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA), the official name for the nuclear agreement, was 
“one of the most significant nuclear nonproliferation agree-
ments” of the post-Cold War era.

However, he added, the U.S. pullout from the deal will 
have effects that go far beyond Iran.

The nuclear deal was significant because it marked the 
first time that a crisis in the Middle East had been resolved 
peacefully through diplomacy, he remarked.

Mousavian, who acted as the spokesman for Iran’s nuclear 
team with the European Union trio of Germany, Britain and 
France from 2003-2005, said the JCPOA was also one of 
the rare moments that the world’s major powers worked 
together for a common goal.

He said the JCPOA had raised hopes that Iran and the 

West could cooperate to resolve regional conflicts, something 
that he believes is key to future peace in the Middle East.

The Trump administration’s decision to economically 
and politically isolate Iran “will make the region less safe,” 
Mousavian said, warning the move is more likely to pull 
the U.S. deeper into the ongoing conflicts in Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Syria, and Yemen.

“You are not going to get peace until the U.S. and Iran 
cooperate,” he pointed out.

And, given its status as a major power in the Middle 
East, Iran will not accept being marginalized by the United 
States, he added.

On May 8, President Donald Trump officially withdrew 
the U.S. from the UN-endorsed nuclear agreement and plans 
to reimpose sanctions on Iran.

Iran has warned the remaining parties to the nuclear 
agreement – the European Union, E3 (Germany, France 
and Britain), Russia and China – that if its interests are not 
guaranteed it will not remain in the deal.

On May 23, Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei issued a set of demands from Europe to save the 
nuclear deal. He warned that Iran would restart its nuclear 
activities if they failed to act swiftly.

Ayatollah Khamenei said the JCPOA could only continue 
if the Europeans fulfill these conditions including: Promis-
ing not to ask Iran about its ballistic missile program or its 
regional activities; guaranteeing that Iran’s oil will continue 
to be sold; and having European banks guarantee financial 
transactions with Iran.

World entering new ‘dangerous’ era after U.S. nuclear deal exit: Princeton researcher  
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TEHRAN — Iran and 
Switzerland held 

their third round of political talks 
in Tehran on Monday.

Iranian Deputy Foreign Minis-
ter Abbas Araqchi and Swiss State 
Secretary for Foreign Affairs Pascale 
Baeriswyl headed the meeting.

The officials discussed expansion 
of relations and cooperation in vari-
ous spheres.

Cooperation in fight against ter-
rorism and countering instability also 

featured in the talks.
The second round of political 

talks between Iran and Switzer-
land was held in June 2017 in the 
Swiss city of Bern. It was headed 
by Majid Takht-Ravanchi, Iran’s 
then deputy foreign minister for 
European and American affairs, 
and Baeriswyl.

The first round of political talks 
was held between Takht-Ravanchi 
and Swiss Foreign Minister Didier 
Burkhalter in Bern in June 2016.

Iran, Switzerland hold third round of 
political talks

TEHRAN — Hossein 
Jaberi Ansari, a senior 

aide to Iranian foreign minister and Iran’s 
representative in Syria talks, left Tehran 
on Monday to attend a four-sided meet-
ing in Geneva to discuss a future Syrian 
constitutional committee.

High representatives of the countries 
acting as guarantors of ceasefire in Syria 
- Russia, Iran and Turkey - met with the 
UN secretary general’s special envoy on 
Syria Staffan de Mistura, according to Tass.

On Tuesday, a plenary meeting is set 

to take place, which will also involve 
de Mistura. 

Participants in the Syrian National 
Dialogue Congress, held in the Russian 
Black Sea resort of Sochi on January 30, 
decided to establish a constitutional com-
mittee that will work on the country’s new 
constitution together with de Mistura. 
The full candidate list will comprise 150 
people, including 100 representatives 
of the Syrian government and domestic 
opposition, as well as 50 members of 
the foreign-based opposition. 

Iran joins quartet to discuss Syrian 
constitutional committee
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TEHRAN — In telephone conversation 
on Monday President Hassan Rouhani 

told Qatari Emir Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani that Iran will 
“stand beside” Doha in difficult days.

On June 5, 2017, Saudi Arabia along with the UAE, 
Bahrain, and Egypt cut ties with Qatar and introduced 
sanctions on the country for its relations with the Muslim 
Brotherhood and Hamas. 

Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Bahrain also closed their 
air, sea, and land routes to the country.

However, Iran rushed to the help of the besieged 

Arab state and opened its airspace to about 100 more 
Qatari flights a day.

During the conversation, Rouhani said Iran’s policy 
is interaction and negotiation with the countries in the 
region to end divisions.

Efforts to establish stability and security in the region 
are beneficial to all regional countries, he said.

“Adventurist policies of certain countries in the region are 
wrong and continuation of them will worsen problems in the 
region especially in Palestine, Syria and Yemen,” he added. 

Rouhani said that the “Muslims’ collective support” can 

help alleviate the sufferings of the Palestinian people.
Commenting on war in Yemen, he said that the conflict 

should be settled politically.
For his part, Sheikh Tamim said that regional crises 

should be settled through dialogue and no country can 
impose its view on others.

He said that Qatar’s policy is supporting Palestine.
The emir also praised Iran’s support for his country when 

Qatar was blockaded by its fellow Arab neighbors.
He also called for expansion of relations with Iran in 

various areas.

Tehran to stand beside Doha, Rouhani says in phone call with Qatari emir
P O L I T I C S
d e s k

Rouhani to visit Austria, Switzerland
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Lawmaker slams 
U.S. negotiations 
proposal

TEHRAN — Any suggestion on the need 
for Iran to engage in talks with the United 

States is aimed at creating division in the country, said a 
lawmaker on Monday.

Such proposals are made based on prescriptions and 
orders issued by Tel Aviv, said Abolfazl Hassan Beigi, a 
member the Majlis National Security and Foreign Policy 
Committee, IRNA reported.

“Iran has a powerful president and [U.S. President 
Donald] Trump and Israel won’t manage to achieve their 
ends,” Hassan Beigi stated.

He further said Americans, by relying on the money 
provided by Saud Arabia and some other sheikhdoms in 
the Persian Gulf, have so far tried and failed to orchestrate 
velvet and green revolutions in Iran.

P O L I T I C S
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Chaldean 
patriarch says 
Iran is source of 
regional stability 

TEHRAN — Louis Raphael Sako, pa-
triarch of the Chaldean Church, said 

on Monday that the Islamic Republic plays a key role for 
stability, peace and security in Iraq and the wider region.

Sako made the remarks after a meeting with Iran’s 
Ambassador to Baghdad Iraj Masjedi, IRNA reported.

He thanked Iran for promoting peace in the region, 
saying Tehran played a “praiseworthy role” in bringing 
Iraqi political groups together.

Patriarch of the Chaldean Church also said the Iranian 
ambassador briefed him about Iran’s great respect to its 
Christian citizens and their social and political status under 
the Islamic Republic system. 

P O L I T I C S
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Baby killer 
executed on 
Monday

TEHRAN — Mohammad Vefaie was 
executed on Monday morning for the 

killing of an eight-month-old baby girl named Benita in 
July 2017, IRNA reported. 

Vefaie had stolen a car belonging to Benita’s father 
while the child was sitting in the vehicle.

He later abandoned the car, leaving the baby trapped 
inside for several hours in scorching summer heat until 
she was found dead by police.

He was arrested later in July 2017 and faced charges 
of car theft as well as killing of Benita. Vefaie was later 
found guilty and was given the death penalty. 

P O L I T I C S
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MPs to meet 
Leader on 
Wednesday

TEHRAN — Parliamentarians will meet 
the Leader of the Islamic Revolution 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Wednesday, MP Mohammad 
Dehqan said on Monday, Mehr reported.

Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani will brief Ayatollah 
Khamenei on the performance of the second year of the 
sitting parliament.

The current parliament, the 10th of its kind since the 
victory of the 1979 Islamic Revolution, started its work 
on May 28, 2016.

P O L I T I C S
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‘Iranians not 
needing Israel’s 
help to resolve 
water shortage’

TEHRAN — Iranian people do not need 
the Zionist regime’s plans to address the 

water shortage in their country, neither do they need any 
sympathy in this regard expressed by Israel’s prime minister, 
a lawmaker said on Monday.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu recently 
offered Iran to rely on Israeli technology to solve the water 
shortage in the country.

“The prime minister of the usurper regime of Israel who 
is denying water to Palestinians cannot advise our people 
how to address their water problem,” Yonatan Bet-Kolia, the 
Assyrian member of the parliament said, IRNA reported.

P O L I T I C S
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Iran important 
member of IFRC: 
Red Crescent chief

TEHRAN — Iran plays an important role 
in the International Federation of Red 

Cross, director of Iran’s Red Crescent Society Ali-Asghar 
Peivand said on Monday.

“Iran will be a member of the Governing Board of the 
International Federation of Red Cross for the next four 
years,” Peivand was quoted by IRNA as saying.

He also said the Red Crescent Society and the IFRC 
have signed an agreement worth 23 million Swiss Francs 
to launch a joint operation to provide Iranian quake vic-
tims with psychological support, good nutrition and aid.

TEHRAN — Accepting 
invitations extended by 

his Swiss and Austrian counterparts, Pres-
ident Hassan Rouhani of Iran will travel 
to those two European countries in late 
June, amid continued uncertainty over 
the future of the 2015 nuclear agreement 
between Tehran and world powers.

Rouhani will have a two-day visit to 
Swiss capital city of Berne, accepting the 
invitation issued by Swiss President Alain 
Berset, Parviz Esmaili, the communica-
tions director of the presidential office, 
said on Monday.

“Meeting with Swiss president, receiv-
ing Iranian expatriates in Switzerland, and 
signing cooperation pacts and agreements 
in political, economic, and cultural areas 
are among the main objectives of President 
Rouhani’s visit,” Esmaili stated.

Rohani’s planned European trip comes 
after U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew 
the United States out of the nuclear deal, also 
referred to as the Joint Comprehensive Plan 
of Action (JCPOA), and moved to reinstate 
economic sanctions against Tehran.

The other parties to the JCPOA -- Brit-
ain, France, Russia, China, and Germany 
-- said they remain committed to the deal 
so long as Iran is honoring it.

Tehran earlier this month announced it 
had launched the process of increasing its 
capacity to enrich uranium in case the accord 
that curbed its nuclear program collapses.

Rouhani is scheduled to stay in Swit-
zerland on July 2-3 and have talks with 
Switzerland’s President Alain Berset and 
other officials, the Swiss government said.

Discussions will focus on the latest de-
velopments regarding the JCPOA to “find 
ways of preserving the progress made as a 
result of the agreement and of ensuring the 
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons in the 
region,” it said in a statement, dpa reported.

It said the sides would also address the 
situation in the Middle East.

Rouhani will also visit Vienna to meet 
with his Austrian counterpart as well as 
Chancellor Sebastian Kurz.

Austria would “support EU efforts to save 
the nuclear agreement with Iran,” the dpa 
news agency quoted a source in the presi-
dential office as saying.

The Austrian capital is home to the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the 
UN body that monitors Iran’s compliance 
with the Iran nuclear deal.

It also played host to the negotiations 
that led to the signing in July 2015 of the 
nuclear accord.



Dozens of peace protesters arrived in Kabul on Monday 
after walking hundreds of kilometers across war-battered 
Afghanistan, as the Taliban ended an unprecedented ceasefire 
and resumed attacks in several parts of the country.

Exhausted after their 700-kilometer 40-day trek, most of 
it during the Islamic fasting month of Ramadan, the marchers 
walked double file through the Afghan capital shouting “We 
want peace!” and “Stop fighting!”

“We want our people to stay united for peace and get rid 
of this misery for the next generation,” Mohammad Naikzad, 
one of the marchers, told Tolo News.

“I am calling on both sides - the government and the Taliban 
- for God’s sake... find a way for peace and reconciliation.”

Fellow peace marcher Karwan also urged both the parties 
to work together to “bring lasting security in this country”.

“Enough blood has been shed. So many people have been 
martyred in this ongoing conflict,” he told Tolo News.

The Taliban refused to extend their three-day ceasefire 
beyond Sunday night despite pressure from ordinary people, 
the government and the international community.

Their fighters attacked security forces in the eastern prov-
inces of Nangarhar, Kunar and Laghman, and in the southern 
provinces of Helmand and Kandahar, officials told AFP.

There were few details on casualties.
The governor of Ghani Khel district in Nangarhar was 

shot dead and his bodyguard wounded on Monday, pro-
vincial governor spokesman Attaullah Khogyani told AFP, 
blaming the Taliban.

Defense ministry spokesman Mohammad Radmanesh 
said there had been fighting in nine provinces since the end 
of the Taliban’s ceasefire, with 12 soldiers killed or wounded.

Around 2,500 Taliban fighters entered Kabul during the 
three-day ceasefire and most had refused to return to the 
battlefield, Radmanesh said.

“They are tired of war and have given up fighting, but 
our security and defiance forces are ready to prevent and 
respond to any threat,” he added.

The peace march, believed to be the first of its kind in 
Afghanistan, grew out of a sit-in protest and hunger strike 
in Lashkar Gah, the capital of the southern province of Hel-
mand which is a Taliban stronghold.

That demonstration, which began spontaneously after 

a car bomb attack in the city on March 23, triggered similar 
movements by war-weary Afghans nationwide.

But when the Taliban and security forces failed to heed 
their demands to stop fighting, some protesters decided 
to take their message directly to the country’s top leaders.

Initially ridiculed for their plan to walk from Helmand 
to Kabul, the marchers now enjoy strong public support.

They are calling for an extended ceasefire, peace talks 
and a timetable for the withdrawal of foreign troops from 
Afghanistan - which is also a key demand of the Taliban.

The Taliban announced Sunday they would not extend 
their ceasefire with Afghan police and troops despite de-
scribing the truce as “successful” and a demonstration that 
the militants were united.

“The mujahedeen across the country are ordered to con-
tinue their operations against the foreign invaders and their 
domestic stooges as usual,” the group said in a statement.

The group also repeated its demand for direct talks with 
the United States and the withdrawal of foreign forces.

The first formal nationwide ceasefire since the 2001 U.S.-
led invasion had sparked extraordinary scenes of Taliban 
fighters, security forces and civilians happily celebrating 
the Eid al-Fitr holiday together.

But the jubilation appeared to alarm Taliban leaders, 
who on Sunday ordered their fighters to stay at their posts 
or in areas under their control.

Some people took to social media to express disappoint-
ment and anger at the Taliban’s refusal to extend the truce.

“Once again, they have shown that they love shedding 
the blood of innocent Afghans,” Madena Momad wrote on 
Facebook.

Another user wrote: “The Taliban have no respect for 
the norms and lives of Afghan people.”

(Source: AFP)
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Afghan peace marchers arrive in Kabul 
as Taliban end ceasefire

U.S.-led coalition warplanes have targeted a Syrian military po-
sition in the country’s eastern province of Dayr al-Zawr, Syrian 
state media reports.

According to Syria’s state news agency SANA on early Monday, 
casualties have been reported from the strike which was carried 
out in al-Harra, southeast of Al Bukamal. 

Reuters quoted a Syrian government forces commander as 
saying that the attack was “probably” launched by U.S. drones 
which were targeting positions of Iraqi factions between Albu 
Kamal and Tanf and Syrian military positions.    

A U.S. Central Command spokesman, Major Josh Jacques, 
denied an military activity in the region.

“No member of the U.S.-led coalition carried out strikes near 
Albu Kamal,” he said.

The military alliance has repeatedly been accused of targeting 
and killing civilians. It has also been largely incapable of achieving 
its declared goal of destroying Daesh (ISIL).

Syria’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates has on 
multiple occasions sent letters to United Nations Secretary 
General Antonio Guterres and the rotating president of the UN 
Security Council, condemned the continuing attacks by the U.S.-
led coalition against innocent Syrians.

“The United States is losing its cards. The main card was 
al-Nusra, that was called ‘moderate,’ but when scandals started 
leaking that they’re not moderate, that they’re Al-Qaeda, which 
is supposed to be fought by the United States, they started look-
ing for another card. This card is the SDF [Syrian Democratic 
Forces] now,” said Syrian President Bashar al-Assad during an 
interview with RT. 

“Americans should leave” Syria, one way or another, he added.
(Source: Press TV)

U.S. airstrikes target Syrian 
military position in Dayr al-Zawr

The brother-in-law of Spain’s king turned himself in to authorities 
on Monday to serve nearly six years in jail for crimes including 
tax fraud and embezzlement, a prison spokesman said.

Inaki Urdangarin signed himself into the Brieva prison in 
Avila at around 8:00 a.m. He had been given a five-day deadline 
last Tuesday to appear at a penal institution of his choosing for 
the five-year 10-month sentence.

The 162-cell mostly-woman’s prison has a small separate area 
for men and was chosen for its proximity to Madrid to ease visits 
by his wife, Princess Cristina who is the sister of King Felipe VI, 
newspaper El Pais reported.

Urdangarin was found guilty in February last year of us-
ing royal connections to win public contracts to put on events 
through his non-profit organization, the Noos Foundation. He 
then overcharged for the events and hid millions of euros in 
proceeds abroad. Princess Cristina, who lives in Geneva with 
their four children, was acquitted of being an accessory to tax 
fraud after a year-long trial of 18 defendants in the probe of the 
charity run by her husband.

Cristina was the first member of the Spanish royal family ever 
to stand in a dock. Some of the foundation’s money was shown 
to be transferred to a private company and used to pay for family 
holidays, home furnishings and theatre tickets.

Public support for the Spanish royal family waned during the 
around five-year economic slump but it slumped after it emerged 
that then-King Juan Carlos had gone on an elephant-hunting 
expedition in Botswana at the height of the crisis.

Juan Carlos, 80, abdicated in 2014 in favor of his son Felipe, 50.
When he ascended the throne and as part of efforts to mod-

ernize the monarchy, King Felipe removed his elder sisters, Elena 
and Cristina, from royal duties. The following year he stripped 
Cristina of her title of Duchess of Palma.

Urdangarin, a retired Spanish handball player, appealed the 
sentence before the Supreme Court, which cut the sentence slightly 
after overturning a part of the original ruling by the Mallorcan 
Court. He may appeal the Supreme Court’s ruling before the 
Constitutional Court.

(Source: AFP)

Spanish king’s 
brother-in-law turns himself 
in to serve prison sentence

Turkish military forces have entered the outskirts of the northern 
Syrian town of Manbij as part of a deal agreed with the United 
States, Turkish broadcaster NTV said Monday, citing local sources.

Earlier this month Ankara and Washington endorsed a roadm-
ap for the withdrawal of the Syrian Kurdish YPG militia from 
Manbij, including the deployment of Turkish and U.S. forces 
into the region to secure the area.

“We had told that terror organizations will leave Manbij. We 
had also talked about patrol missions in Manbij. They started,” 
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said in the Black Sea 
province of Samsun on June 18.

Earlier this month Turkish and U.S. military officials agreed on 
the implementation of a road map that brings about the withdrawal 
of the People’s Protection Units (YPG) from the northwestern 
Syrian city of Manbij in accordance with a political agreement 
between Ankara and Washington early June.

The military-to-military talks followed a deal between Foreign 
Minister Mevlut cavusoglu and U.S. Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo on June 4 over the Manbij road map.

The road map, which has a certain timeframe, suggests the 
withdrawal of the YPG from the city and the establishment of a 
new local council to be composed of mainly Arab locals.

The road map, whose timeline has never been formally an-
nounced but leaked by diplomatic sources to the media, foresees 
a three-stage process. The first stage from 0-10 days is about 
the completion of initial preparations between the military and 
intelligence officials from the two sides, the second stage from 
the 11th to the 30th day needs to finalize initial preparations 
and the final stage requires the full implementation of the road 
map within 60 days.

(Source: Hurriyet)

Turkish forces enter 
Syria’s Manbij as part of 
deal with U.S.

UN rights boss calls for end to Trump’s policy of family separation

Japan confronts risks of U.S. alliance based on dollars and deals, not values

The top UN human rights official called on 
the Trump administration on Monday to 
halt its “unconscionable” policy of forcibly 
separating children from migrant parents 
irregularly entering the country via Mexico.

U.S. officials said on Friday that nearly 
2,000 children were separated from adults 
at the border between mid-April and the end 
of May as the Trump administration imple-
ments stricter border enforcement policies.

Administration officials say the tactic is 
necessary to secure the border and suggest it 
will act as a deterrent to illegal immigration.

But Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein, UN High Com-
missioner for Human Rights, said the policies 
“punish children for their parents’ actions”.

“The thought that any state would seek 
to deter parents by inflicting such abuse on 
children is unconscionable. I call on the United 
States to immediately end the practice of 
forcible separation of these children,” Zeid 
said in his final speech to the UN Human 
Rights Council before his term in office ends.

The U.S. delegation, led by Geneva-based 
diplomat Jason Mack, did not refer to migra-
tion issues in its subsequent speech uphold-
ing LGBTi rights and denouncing violence 
and discrimination against homosexual and 
transgender people.

Reuters quoted activists and diplomats on 
Thursday as saying that talks with the United 

States over how to reform the main UN rights 
body have failed to meet Washington’s de-
mands, especially over its treatment of Israel, 
suggesting that the Trump administration 
will quit the forum.

    Standing ovation
Britain’s foreign secretary Boris Johnson 

praised the council for shining a light on ap-
palling violations worldwide, saying it was 
part of the rules-based international system.

But Britain shared the view with the 
United States that maintaining a permanent 

agenda item focusing solely on Israel and 
the Palestinian territories was “damaging”, 
Johnson said.

Zeid said that “longstanding, grave and 
systematic” human rights violations contin-
ued in North Korea and urged Pyongyang 
to cooperate with the UN investigator on 
the isolated country whose mandate it does 
not recognize.

He cited clear indications of “well-organ-
ized, widespread and systematic attacks” 
continuing against Muslim Rohingya in 

Myanmar, “amounting possibly to acts of 
genocide”, while conflict has escalated in 
Kachin and Shan states.

The Myanmar government’s efforts to 
prosecute perpetrators have lacked credi-
bility and human rights monitors must be on 
the ground before Rohingya refugees return 
from Bangladesh, he said.

Myanmar has denied nearly all of the 
allegations, saying its security forces have 
been waging a legitimate counter-insurgen-
cy operation against what it calls Rohingya 
terrorists.

Zeid accused China of preventing in-
dependent activists from testifying before 
UN rights bodies and voiced concern that 
conditions were “fast deteriorating” in the 
autonomous regions of Tibet and Xinjiang.

Yang Zhilun, of China’s Foreign Minis-
try, did not directly address his remarks, but 
said that all citizens exercising their right to 
assembly and demonstration must abide by 
the law and not harm “national, social and 
collective rights”.

Zeid urged the 47-member forum to set 
up international commissions on alleged 
violations in Venezuela and Nicaragua.

Zeid, whose four-year term finishes at the 
end of August, received a standing ovation 
at the end of his remarks.

(Source: Reuters)

Eighteen months after Donald Trump became U.S. president 
and started shaking up global diplomacy, Japan is waking up 
to the risks of an alliance based on dollars and deals rather 
than shared values and security interests.

For decades, U.S. and Japanese leaders have stressed 
that the two countries’ alliance was based on values such 
as democracy, freedom and the rule of law. One of Asia’s 
oldest security relationships, it placed Japan under a U.S. 
defense umbrella.

Trump’s summit last week with North Korean leader 
Kim Jung Un failed to address Japanese security concerns 
such as a missile program that Tokyo sees as a direct threat. 
Japan’s defense establishment was also taken aback by the 
U.S. president saying he would halt “expensive” military 
exercises with South Korea that have long been seen in Tokyo 
as a deterrent to North Korea’s threats.

“The alliance has changed from one based on shared 
values to a transactional alliance,” Katsuyuki Kawai, a rul-
ing Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) lawmaker who advises 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on foreign affairs, told Reuters.

“That is the reality now,” he said, stressing that this was 
his personal view, not that of the government.

Kawai said he was most surprised by the fact Trump cited 
cost as the reason for halting the joint exercises, long con-
sidered by Washington as vital to deter Pyongyang’s threats.

“I think this summit will serve as a trigger for the Japa-
nese people to begin to realize that it is risky to leave Japan’s 
destiny to another country,” he added.

Abe, who has spoken with Trump face-to-face or by 
telephone dozens of times including days before the U.S.-
North Korea summit, has put a brave face on the president’s 
meeting with Kim, characterizing it as a first step toward 
denuclearization.

On Saturday, in an interview with a private TV broadcaster, 
Abe stressed that Kim had promised “complete denuclear-
ization” and that the president had conveyed directly to 
the North Korean leader Abe’s insistence on the need to 
resolve the matter of Japanese citizens abducted decades 
ago by Pyongyang.

In 2002, North Korea admitted that its agents had kid-

napped 13 Japanese in the 1970s and 1980s. Japan says 17 
of its citizens were abducted, five of whom were repatriated.

North Korea has said eight are dead, while another four 
never entered the country.

Abe has vowed not to rest until all the abductees come 
home, and now hopes to meet Kim himself to tackle the issue, 
which he has made a pillar of his political career.

Some lawmakers close to Abe echoed the positive assess-
ment. “It was impossible for two countries that have been 
enemies for 70 years to resolve everything in a few hours 
on one day,” Koichi Hagiuda, a senior LDP lawmaker, told 
Reuters. “I think it was a major achievement to show the 
direction in several areas.”

    Show not substance
Others agreed expectations in Tokyo for the summit had 

been too high. Washington originally insisted any agreement 
include a North Korean commitment to “complete, irreversible 
and verifiable denuclearization”, a position backed by Japan.

“The president was not very much interested in substance 
but in how he was seen in Singapore” said one Japanese 
government source, referring to the Trump-Kim talks.

Japan’s security concerns coincide with tension over trade 
between the world’s biggest and third-largest economies, 
boosting fears that Trump’s fondness for deal-making in-
clines him to link economic ties and defense.

That threatens to add pressure on Japan to buy more 

U.S. military equipment and perhaps to pay more to support 
the nearly 50,000 American troops in Japan, experts said, 
although Tokyo already shoulders the bulk of the cost of 
those troops.

“That Mr. Trump mixes up economics and security with 
the mind-set of a real estate deal is a big cause for concern,” 
the Nikkei business newspaper said in a weekend analysis.

Trump, who made his fortune in real estate, has not only 
imposed tariffs on Japanese steel and aluminum exports and 
threatened to do the same on autos, but also withdrew from 
a multilateral Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) pact that Abe 
had promoted as a counterweight to China.

“Trade is more worrisome,” said the Japanese government 
source. “It’s getting worse ... There is no reliable (U.S.) cabinet 
level person who can say ‘No’ to unreasonable proposals.

Abe surged to power in 2012 promising to bolster Japan’s 
defense capabilities. The LDP’s Kawai said the changing 
nature of the alliance made that even more imperative - al-
though he added that Tokyo should at the same time deepen 
the alliance given its ultimate reliance on its bigger partner.

Japan’s defense spending has grown for the past six years, 
and an LDP policy paper last month proposed Japan adopt 
a North Atlantic Treaty Organization-style commitment to 
spending 2 percent of Gross Domestic Product on defense.

A report by U.S.-based risk consultancy Teneo Intelligence 
said worries about a weakened American commitment to its 
allies without significant steps by Pyongyang to denuclearize 
“would fuel discussions in both Seoul and Tokyo regarding 
the need for independent nuclear deterrents”.

The LDP’s Kawai, however, echoed others who say Japan, 
the only nation to suffer nuclear attacks, would not go that far.

“There is a nuclear allergy,” said the lawmaker, who hails 
from Hiroshima, where thousands were killed instantly by 
the Aug. 6, 1945 atomic bombing by U.S. forces on the city 
in the final days of World War Two. About 140,000 died by 
the end of that year because of the attack.

A second nuclear bomb was dropped on Nagasaki City 
three days later and was followed by Japan’s surrender on 
Aug. 15, 1945.

(Source: Reuters)
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TEHRAN —  Iranian 
Deputy Industry, Mining 

and Trade Minister Jafar Sarqini announced 
that several crude steel production projects 
have been specified in the country over the 
past five years that have 40-percent progress 
at the moment.

The official said that Iran’s crude steel 
output will reach 40 million tons per year 
once the mentioned projects are complete, 
Shata news agency reported.

Iran produced 21.884 million tons of 
crude steel and 19.776 million tons of steel 
products in the past Iranian calendar year 
(ended on March 20), showing 19 percent 
and 9 percent rise, respectively, year on 
year, according to the data released by 
Iranian Mines and Mining Industries 
Development and Renovation Organization 
(IMIDRO).

Production of crude steel in Iran stood at 
8.127 million tons during January-April of 

this year, indicating 27.6 percent rise from 
the figure of the same period of time in 2017, 
according to World Steel Association (WSA).

The country’s crude steel output stood 
at 6.369 million tons during the first four 

months of the past year.
The WSA has previously announced that 

Iran’s steel production in the first quarter 
of 2018 has risen 47 percent from the figure 
of the same period of time in 2017.

TEHRAN — The dispute 
between the United 

States and China could lead to a cut in 
Chinese purchases of U.S. oil which could 
consequently benefit Iran’s sales, Reuters 
reported quoting John Driscoll, director of 

consultancy JTD Energy Services.
The potential drop-off in American 

oil exports to China would benefit other 
producers, especially from OPEC and Russia.

“The Chinese may just replace some 
of the American oil with Iranian crude,” 

Driscoll said.
According to Driscoll, China isn’t 

intimidated by the threat of U.S. sanctions. 
They haven’t been in the past. So in this 
diplomatic spat they might just replace U.S. 
crude with Iranian oil. 

In an escalating spat over the United 
States’ trade deficit with most of its major 
trading partners, including China, U.S. 
President Donald Trump said last week he 
was pushing ahead with hefty tariffs on $50 
billion of Chinese imports, starting on July 6.

1     In accordance with Saudi Arabia, Russians 
whose economy has been under pressure by the U.S. 
sanctions also seem to be intrigued by the idea of tak-
ing some of the market share that the supply losses 
from Venezuela and Iran is going to present.

However, Iran as one of the OPEC founders, be-
lieves that the organization should not sacrifice its 
members’ interests for the sake of U.S. agendas.

After writing to OPEC and calling for the organiza-
tion’s support for members targeted by sanctions, Iran, 
along with Venezuela and Iraq, is going to veto Saudi 
Arabia and Russia’s proposal at the June 22 meeting.

Iran’s representative to OPEC, Hossein Kazempour 
Ardebili, told Bloomberg on Sunday that “Three OPEC 
founders are going to stop it.” 

“If the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Russia want 
to increase production, this requires unanimity. If 

the two want to act alone, that’s a breach of the co-
operation agreement,” the official said.

Iran believes that OPEC and Russia not only do 
not need to appease Trump, who sanctions two OPEC 
founders and also Russia, but they should stand against 
such arrogant attitudes.

All and all, considering the current global oil market 
which is almost balanced and well-supplied and the 
global economy which is stepping toward a stronger 
and more resilient position, hurting the oil supply 
and demand circle is not going to be a good idea.

It will be wiser for OPEC to abide by its basic val-
ues for protecting its members and make the right 
choice which is keeping the deal at least up to the 
end of 2018.

Japan’s foreign trade has continued to defy trade 
war anxiety last month, as the island nation’s 
exports accelerated at their quickest pace in 
four months, driven by robust global demand 
for auto parts, cars, and semiconductor factory 
equipment. However, the Japanese trade surplus 
with the U.S. slumped to its lowest since 2013 
amid U.S. tariffs on industrial metals. 

According to a report from the Japanese 
finance ministry, the nation’s exports rose 8.1 
percent year-on-year in May compared to a 
7.8-percent rise the previous month. The pace 

of outbound shipments outperformed previ-
ous expectations, as consensus expectations 
placed Japan’s rise in exports at a 7.5-percent 
annual gain.

Japan’s main export destination was Asia, 
with a 9.8 percent rise in shipments to that re-
gion — a 4-percent increase from April — while 
exports to Mainland China rose 13.9 percent 
year-on-year in May, or 3 percent up from the 
previous month.

This solid acceleration in Japanese foreign 
trade points to a broader economic acceleration in 

the second quarter of this year, meaning Japan’s 
GDP growth rate is likely to rebound from its 
negative reading in the first three months of 2018.

“Exporters are more important and they 
are gaining traction steadily on the back of the 
global economy, even though they are not that 
strong,” Takeshi Minami of Norinchukin Re-
search Institute said. “Strong imports reflect 
strong domestic demand. So, I don’t think a 
trade deficit is a bad thing.”

Japan’s trade surplus with the U.S. collapsed 
17 percent, driven by an 18-percent decline in steel 

exports. This comes as U.S. President Donald 
Trump and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo 
Abe have pledged to continue their negotiations 
aimed at striking a mutually-beneficial trade 
framework agreement. 

Additionally, the Japanese finance ministry 
said the slump in steel exports to the U.S. is not 
immediately related to the U.S. metals tariffs, 
as the reading reflects mainly the monthly dy-
namics in steel trading, and more data would be 
necessary to properly assess the effect of tariffs 
on Japan’s steel industry.      (Source: Sputnik)

Germany may only account for 3.4 percent of 
the world economy, but it is more than a quarter 
of the European Union’s demand and output.

The EU, in turn, is close to 20 percent of 
the world economy, and, based on last year’s 
numbers, it takes $283.5 billion of U.S. exports, 
or 18.3 percent of America’s total goods sold 
overseas.

What the U.S. sells to the EU is more than 
40 percent of all the goods America exports to 
China and Japan. That shows that the dam-
age caused to the U.S. economy transcends, 
by far, Germany’s surplus of $64.2 billion on 
American trades in 2017.

Imagine, for example, what would happen to 
the EU economy, to the rest of the world — and 
to U.S. export sales in general — if Germany 
were not living off its fellow Europeans with 
a massive 164.4 billion euro trade surplus.

That German surplus is stifling the economic 
growth in the rest of Europe, because it is a 
deficit for countries trading with Germany. 
You can think of those 164.4 billion euros as a 
large wealth transfer to Germany. Indeed, it is 
a structural foundation of Germany’s export-
driven economy, where sales to the rest of the 
world account for nearly a half of German GDP 
(compared with 14 percent in the U.S. case).

 Ask nicely — Germany may co-
operate

What Europe, the U.S. and the rest of the 
world need here is a radical change of German 
economic policies. Germany should be gen-
erating more growth from domestic demand 
to give an opportunity to its trade partners 
to sell more of their goods and services on 
German markets. That would boost intra-
European growth and create opportunities for 
more American sales to Europe — its largest 
overseas customer.

There is nothing new here. It’s a very old 
story Germans don’t even want to talk about.

And why should they? France is meekly 
taking it on the chin with annual deficits of 
36 to 41 billion euros on its German trades, 
and the rest of Europe does not dare question 
what it wrongly sees as a virtuously strong 
German economy.

Strong, indeed, at their own expense.
So, after the rebuffed Obama administration 

pleadings to stop suffocating Europe with Berlin-
imposed fiscal austerity on deeply depressed 
economies, America’s new government has 

been trying to do what Europeans don’t dare. 
And through it all, the International Monetary 
Fund, the World Trade Organization and the 
G-20 (the world’s main economic forum) keep 
looking the other way and blaming the U.S. for 
starting trade wars and wrecking the “rules-
based multilateral trading system.”

It all sounds like a joke that, inexplicably, 
U.S. diplomacy continues to tolerate.

After more than a year, Washington is 
getting nowhere with its complaints about a 
$151.4 billion trade deficit with the European 
Union, and the financial burden it carries for 
NATO allies falling far short of their financial 
contributions to the common defense.

Now, it looks like the U.S. is losing pa-
tience. With the most recent data showing 
that the trade deficit with the EU is getting 
worse, Washington is beginning to attack with 
import tariffs — trade instruments leading to 
unproductive retaliatory skirmishes that will 
needlessly inflict a large political damage on 
trans-Atlantic relations.

 Don’t repeat the China error
How about having a different conversation, 

such as: (a) Do Europeans understand that their 
large and systematic trade surpluses with the 
U.S. are wrong, unfair and damaging to the 
U.S. economy?; (b) If they do, what corrective 
measures, and over what period of time, are 
they prepared to undertake to balance their 
trade accounts with the U.S.?

That sort of conversation should begin, and 
end, at the highest level of state and government, 
with the understanding that the relief is being 
sought among close allies, in an atmosphere 

devoid of taunts, threats and other unseemly 
behavior. It should, however, leave no doubt 
that the Europeans are being asked, firmly, 
to square their U.S. trade books as promptly 
as possible.

That is not a naïve choir-boy approach. It is 
an entirely appropriate entry level discourse, 
recognizing the simple evidence that the Eu-
ropeans have a problem, and that they cannot 
avoid taking action to solve it.

Arguments advanced by the Europeans and 
the Chinese that America’s fair and recipro-
cal trades would undermine multilateralism 
and globalization should be put aside. They 
are talking forum (e.g., G-20) discussions for 
another day.

The here and now issue is that Washington 
has a $595.4 billion problem with China, the 
EU and Japan. That is an urgent matter whose 
friendly and orderly solution does not require 
any regulatory changes to the current world 
trading system.

Once the political agreement is reached on 
a decision to balance trade accounts, and on 
a specific time-frame to reach that objective, 
trade negotiators could be given instructions 
on the way to proceed. The key proviso being 
that the White House, and its counterparts 
in China, the EU and Japan would continue 
to closely monitor, and steer, the unfolding 
trade adjustment process.

But Washington has taken things the other 
way around. That’s clear in the case of China.

Instead of settling things at the highest 
political level, the U.S. hit China with import 
tariffs, forcing Beijing to respond in kind. And 

then, to limit the political and economic fallout, 
Washington last week sent State Secretary Mike 
Pompeo to Beijing in a damage-control exercise.

At the same time, President Donald Trump 
was gushing with declarations of friendship for 
Chinese President Xi Jinping, praising China’s 
help with efforts to rid the Korean Peninsula 
of nuclear threats.

Xi, most probably, does not believe a word 
of that. He has no illusion about who the ad-
versary is. He was busy last week inspecting 
naval assets, exhorting his elite marine troops 
to get ready to defend China and exchanging 
messages of “strategic coordination” with his 
real friend at the Kremlin.

 Investment thoughts
With an expected $320 billion euro surplus 

on goods trade — or a $340 billion euro surplus 
on goods and services transactions — by the 
end of this year, Germany has a particular re-
sponsibility to stop living off its trade partners 
by generating more growth from its household 
consumption, residential investments, business 
investments and public sector expenditures 
(i.e., major components of domestic demand).

That would stimulate more foreign sales 
into German markets, and it would lead to 
higher growth and employment creation in 
other EU countries.

The U.S. is exerting pressure on Germany 
to implement that policy change, while the 
Europeans are looking on in a perverse solidar-
ity with a country taking 164.4 billion euros 
of their purchasing power.

Washington has an unassailable trade case, 
but its ineffective policy approach is likely to 
cause a train wreck with plenty of damages 
for everybody around.

The NATO summit in Brussels next month 
could be the last chance to raise the trade prob-
lem to the highest political level, to calm things 
down and work out an agenda for balancing 
the trans-Atlantic trade accounts in a friendly, 
expeditious and orderly manner.

Don’t hold your breath for that. Sadly, the 
opportunity may well slip away.

Washington needs peace and rapid im-
provement in its trade accounts with China, 
the EU and Japan at the time when accelerating 
inflation will keep pushing up interest rates, 
causing losses in asset markets and damping 
the economy’s forward momentum.

(Source: CNBC)

COMMODITIES

CURRENCIES

STOCK MARKET 

USD 42,4200 rials
EUR 49,169rials

GBP 56,289 rials

AED 11,551 rials

TEDPIX 104533.5
IFX 1201.73

WTI $65.25/b

Brent $74.17/b

OPEC Basket $73.35/b

Gold $1,280.65 /oz

Silver $16.57/oz

Platinium $892.15/oz

Sources: tse.ir, Ifb.ir

 Source: mehrnews.com

Sources: oilprice.com, Moneymetals.com

TEHRAN — During the previous Iranian 
calendar year (ended on March 20, 2018), 

Iran’s National Development Fund (NDF) paid $5 billion of 
facilities to 158 domestic development projects, IRNA reported 
on Monday.

As reported, the main part of the granted facilities was paid 
to the industrial and mining sector. Some 68 projects of this 
sector received such facilities last year. 

TEHRAN — Iran imported 3,011 cars dur-
ing the two-month period from March 21 to 

May 21, ISNA reported on Monday citing the data released by 
the Islamic Republic of Iran Customs Administration (IRICA).

Among the 15 countries that exported cars to Iran in the 
mentioned time, South Korea stands on top with exporting 
1,329 cars valued at over $30 million.

United Arab Emirates (UAE) is the second exporter of cars 
to Iran with exporting 1,015 cars worth $28 million during the 
two-month period.
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NDF pays $5b of 
facilities to 158 
development 
projects in a year

Over 3,000 cars 
imported in 2 
months

Crude steel 
production projects 
underway with 
40% progress
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OPEC’s big test: A choice between right and wrong

U.S.-China trade war could benefit Iran’s oil exports: expert

Iran to veto Saudi-proposed 
supply boost along with 
Venezuela, Iraq 

1      Earlier on Thursday Russian Energy Minister Alexander 
Novak said that OPEC and its allies could consider a production 
increase of as much as 1.5 million barrels a day to offset the supply 

losses from Venezuela and Iran 
foreseen by the International 
Energy Agency. 

Iran believes that Saudi 
Arabia and Russia’s decision 
on lifting the production cap 
is influenced by U.S. policies 
in the region.

“We call upon our brothers 
in OPEC and Russia that we do 
not need to appease Trump, who 
sanctions two OPEC founders 
and also Russia,” Kazempour 
Ardebili said. 

“We are sovereign nations 
driven by our own responsibili-
ties and values. The whole world 

has to stand against these arrogant attitudes, and will”, he noted.

The U.S should break the German lock on the European economy

IMF says U.S. tariffs threaten 
rules-based global trading system 
The Trump administration›s new tariffs against imports threaten to 
undermine the rules-based global trading system and damage the 
global economy, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said Thursday.

Those protectionist measures “are likely to move the globe further 
away from an open, fair and rules-based trade system, with adverse 
effects for both the U.S. economy and for trading partners,” the IMF 
said in a report after concluding the Article IV consultation with U.S. 
authorities, an annual check-up of economic policies between the IMF 
and its member countries.

The IMF said the tariffs imposed or proposed by the Trump ad-
ministration also risk “catalyzing a cycle of retaliatory responses from 
others, creating important uncertainties that are likely to discourage 
investment at home and abroad.”

Meanwhile, it could interrupt global supply chains and damage 
a range of countries as well as the operations of U.S. multinational 
companies, said the Washington-based international lender.

The IMF›s warnings came after the Trump administration uni-
laterally imposed high tariffs on steel and aluminum imports on the 
grounds of national security, which had drawn strong opposition from 
the domestic business community and major U.S. trading partners.

(Source: China Daily)

Japan’s exports rise in May, but trade with U.S. narrows amid trade war fears
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Oil prices fell on Monday after China threat-
ened duties on American crude imports in a 
trade dispute with Washington, while supply 
from OPEC and Russia was also expected 
to rise.

U.S. light crude oil hit a two-month low of 
$63.59 a barrel before edging back to $64.00, 
down $1.06, by 0755 GMT. North Sea Brent 
was down 36 cents at $73.08 a barrel.

In an escalating trade war with many of 
its major partners, including China, U.S. 
President Donald Trump last week pushed 
ahead with tariffs on $50 billion of Chinese 
imports, starting on July 6.

China retaliated by slapping duties on 
American export products, including crude oil.

Benjamin Lu of futures brokerage Phillip 
Futures said Beijing’s retaliation had spooked 
oil investors:

“These punitive measures on bilateral 
trade have unnerved investors as it hurts 
global economic growth,” Lu said.

U.S. bank Morgan Stanley said in a note 
to clients that the trade spat meant economic 

“downside risks have risen”.
U.S. oil exports have boomed in the last 

two years as shale oil production has surged, 
with China becoming one of the biggest cus-
tomers of American crude.

Brent crude hit a 3-1/2-year high above 
$80 a barrel in May but has since fallen in 
response to reports that top suppliers Saudi 
Arabia and Russia are set to increase pro-
duction.

“Oil prices have sold off over the past three 
weeks on concerns over higher OPEC pro-
duction,” said U.S. bank Goldman Sachs on 
Monday, adding that weaker demand from 
emerging economies and the escalating trade 
dispute, as well as rising inventories had fur-
ther weighed on prices.

The producer cartel of the Organization of 
the Petroleum Exporting Countries, de-facto 
led by Saudi Arabia, and some allies including 
Russia have been withholding output since 
the start of 2017.

They will meet in Vienna on June 22 to 
decide forward production policy, with Russia 
and Saudi Arabia pushing for higher output.

Despite this, Goldman Sachs said “the 
oil market remains in deficit ... requiring 
higher core OPEC and Russia production 
to avoid a stock-out by year-end”.

The bank said it expected OPEC and Rus-
sian output to rise by 1.3 million barrels per 
day (bpd) by year-end and by another 0.5 
million bpd in the first half of 2019.

(Source: Reuters)

OPEC may tout the production cuts pact as 
the key driver of oil market rebalancing, but 
if it weren’t for the strong global oil demand 
growth of the past three years, we wouldn’t 
have seen international agencies calling the 
end of the oil glut.

Demand was strong because the lower-
for-longer oil prices between 2015 and 2017 
stimulated consumption growth in both 
mature OECD economies like the United 
States and most of Western Europe, and in 
emerging non-OECD markets—China and 
India in particular.

All oil importing nations benefited from the 
lower oil prices, but while demand growth in 
India and China is largely driven by economic 
expansion and industrial activity, in OECD 
economies demand is more closely linked 
with large and sustained changes in oil prices. 
The 70-percent rally in oil prices since the 
middle of last year is expected to moderate 
growth in the more price-sensitive OECD 
economies, Reuters market analyst John 

Kemp argues.
Oil demand will continue to increase, 

largely driven by non-OECD markets like 
China and India, but the higher oil prices 
could slacken the pace of the OECD demand 
growth that could curb global oil demand 
growth. 

Last year, oil demand grew by 1.7 million 
bpd—similar to the 2016 growth and well 
above the 10-year average of some 1.1 million 
bpd, BP said in its BP Statistical Review of 
World Energy 2018 published this week.

Growth in non-OECD China—500,000 
bpd—was closer to its 10-year average, 
according to the review.

“But there were some signs in the product 
mix that the boost from low oil prices may be 
beginning to wane. Growth in consumer-led 
fuels most exposed to oil price movements 
– especially gasoline – slowed in 2017. In 
contrast, diesel demand bounced back, buoyed 
by the acceleration in industrial activity,” 
said BP.

The supermajor’s chief economist Spencer 
Dale thinks that oil prices at the current levels 
will eat into global oil demand.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) 
cut in May its estimate for 2018 global oil 
demand growth by 40,000 bpd to 1.4 million 
bpd, “because of rising prices.”

Although underlying demand remains 
strong, the IEA thinks that with nearly 
75-percent jump in oil prices since June 
2017, “it would be extraordinary if such a 
large jump did not affect demand growth, 
especially as end- user subsidies have been 
reduced or cut in several emerging economies 
in recent years.”

In the June Oil Market Report out this 
week, the IEA kept its 1.4-million-bpd growth 
forecast unchanged, issuing its estimate 
for 2019 demand growth—1.4 million bpd. 
Downside risks to that projection include 
“higher prices, a weakening of economic 
confidence, trade protectionism and a 
potential further strengthening of the US 

dollar.”
While demand growth is mostly 

underpinned by emerging economies, and 
the trend is demand rising for years to come, 
the mature and more price-sensitive OECD 
economies start to see more moderate growth 
in gasoline demand, for example.

Case in point: Gasoline consumption 
growth in the United States was 257,000 
bpd in 2015 and 139,000 bpd in 2016—the 
years in which oil prices were at their lowest 
during the slump, according to EIA data 
analyzed by Reuters’ Kemp. To compare, 
in 2011 and 2012—when oil prices were above 
$100 a barrel—U.S. gasoline consumption 
dropped by 240,000 bpd and 71,000 bpd, 
respectively.

In its June Short-Term Energy Outlook, 
the EIA expects motor gasoline consumption 
at 9.34 million bpd this year—up 20,000 bpd 
from 2017—and at 9.38 million bpd next 
year, up by 40,000 bpd over 2018.

(Source: oilprice.com)

Oil down on China tariffs, 
expected OPEC supply rise
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India obligates big power 
consumers to use more 
renewable energy
The Narendra Modi government is pushing the country’s big power 
consumers to increase the share of renewables in their overall power mix.

India’s power ministry has increased the renewable purchase 
obligation (RPO) target from 17 percent now to 21 percent by 2022. 
The RPO mandates state power-distribution companies and certain 
other private firms to procure a part of their power requirement from 
renewable sources.

As per the new norms, all entities that fall under the RPO should 
procure 10.5 percent of their total electricity from solar sources, up from 
6.75 percent now, and another 10.5 percent of their power from other 
non-solar renewable sources by 2022, up from 10.25 percent now.

This push comes just weeks after India’s power minister, R K 
Singh, said the country should increase its renewable energy target 
to 227,000 megawatts (MW) by 2022, significantly higher than the 
Modi government’s initial goal of having 175,000 MW.

“The target is in sync with the recent decision to increase renewa-
ble energy targets,” Vishal Pandya, director of REConnect Energy, a 
company that helps power consumers meet their RPO requirements, 
told Quartz. “While a 21 percent RPO target is good at a national level, 
enforcement would remain key.”

The RPO mechanism was introduced as part of the Electricity Act 
2003 to create demand for renewable power. The targets are set by 
the various state electricity regulatory commissions (SERC). Large 
power distributors and consumers—called “obligated entities”—have 
two options: Either set up wind or solar power farms and use pow-
er generated from these or purchase renewable energy certificates 
(RECs) from India’s power exchanges. RECs are instruments issued 
to certain registered renewable energy firms in exchange for every 
megawatt of power they generate and sell.

But the program didn’t take off as expected, partly because the 
regulators didn’t enforce the rules. Most states in the country did not 
meet their yearly RPO targets last year. Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, and 
Rajasthan were among the exceptions.

Now, however, the tide is turning with the regulators stepping up 
enforcement. “Overall there has been an improvement with reference 
to what is needed for RPO compliance. Earlier when RPO came in, 
people were questioning and challenging the targets and obligations. 
Those cases are now coming to a rest. We are seeing entities coming 
to market and buying RECs,” Pandya said.

The ministry of new and renewable energy is also moving to en-
force the RPOs. For instance, in May, it set up an RPO Compliance 
Cell to keep an eye on the targets periodically and handle issues of 
non-compliance.

“Last year, for example, solar RECs were not getting traded, but 
they all got sold off in the last four months. This was because those 
who had large compliance targets realized that the costs may go 
up,” Pandya pointed out. “The percentage is too large for anyone 
to ignore now.”

Even without this pressure, observers estimate that compliance 
is set to improve since adopting renewable energy now makes com-
mercial sense, particularly for state electricity distribution companies.

(Source: Quartz)

Oil demand growth could start to soften soon
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Spanish Prime Minister Pedro Sánchez’s 
offer of a safe harbor to the 629 mi-
grants trapped in the Mediterranean 
Sea is a relief — most immediately to 
the desperate souls on board but no 
less importantly for Europe as a whole. 
Sánchez’s lifeline, after Italy denied the 
Aquarius access, may be a short-term 
win for Italian interior minister, Mat-
teo Salvini, whose anti-immigration 
policy seems to have survived its first 
contact with reality. But more signifi-
cantly, Spain’s intervention highlights 
the need for all European countries 

to engage directly and equitably with 
the migration problem. One rescue 
operation does not make a strategy. 
Italians’ patience with being left on the 
frontline of the immigration challenge 
— 120,000 migrants arrived by sea in 
2017 alone — has snapped. The national 
elections last month show as much. 
The left/right coalition of the League 
and Five Star parties won, in part, by 
tapping into voters’ frustration with 
immigration.

Electoral politics across Europe have 
been affected by the lack of a coher-

ent policy. German chancellor Angela 
Merkel is in a hand-tying coalition as 
a result of her 2015 decision to allow 
1m migrants into Germany. Theresa 
May is the UK’s prime minister because 
Brexiters flew the anti-immigration flag 
high. Further east, Hungary’s Prime 
Minister Viktor Orban rode a wave of 
anti-immigrant sentiment into office. 
In recent European elections, only Em-
manuel Macron, France’s president, 
was able to overcome the distorting 
force field of immigration politics. A 
more joined-up approach is required, 

because geography is a tyrant. The bur-
den of migration is unequally distrib-
uted among national pressure points. 
Tripoli will always be closer to Sicily’s 
Trapani than Hamburg.

Others should follow suit. Without 
better EU immigration policy — and 
fewer migrants cast adrift — European 
moral authority on human rights will 
diminish, destructive nationalism will 
thrive, freedom of movement will suffer 
and the bloc’s ability to work as a unit 
will weaken further.

(Source: FT)

Spain rescues Aquarius, but Europe is still at sea 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel has so far withstood 
the battle over migration that has convulsed politics 
across Europe, most recently in Italy. But now, infight-
ing threatens to tear apart her government just three 
months after it was formed.

The CSU, a center-right party in the German state of 
Bavaria and a sister party of Merkel’s, sparked the latest 
round of fighting. The party’s leader, Interior Minister 
Horst Seehofer, had crafted a migration plan that would 
enable Germany to turn back refugees at its border if 
they’ve already applied for asylum in other EU countries. 
Merkel refused to implement this plan, and Seehofer is 
now pushing back against her refusal.

This dispute dates back to 2015 and 2016 — the peak 
of the refugee crisis in Europe — and Merkel’s landmark 
decision to open Germany’s borders to the influx of refu-
gees coming from war-torn Syria. The move was, and 
continues to be, a vexed one for Germany, which main-
tains its open-door policy even as some of its European 
neighbors move to slam their doors shut.

“I see illegal immigration as one of the major challenges 
of the European Union,” Merkel told reporters Thursday, 
adding that Germany “should not act unilaterally, or 
without consultation, and at the expense of third parties.” 
She continues to advocate for an EU solution to what 
is ultimately an EU-wide problem. But her colleagues 
in the CSU don’t see it that way. Facing an upcoming 
October election in Bavaria, the party isn’t thinking long 
term. It’s keen on proving to its voters that it takes im-
migration seriously and that it’s a better option than the 
far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD), the anti-migrant 
party that has emerged as the CSU’s main competitor 
in a state long considered a CSU stronghold. “We must 
finally secure our borders effectively,” Markus Söder, 
a CSU lawmaker and the state premier of Bavaria, said 
Thursday, adding that “Germany cannot wait endlessly 
for Europe, but must act independently.”

The Italian government, for one, might find it a bit 
rich to hear this rhetoric coming out of Germany now. 
“For the longest time, Germans completely shied away 

from responding to calls of the Italians in particular, who 
were saying, ‘Look, we have this [migrant] problem here 
in Italy and it should be dealt with at the European level 
— we are most affected by this and other EU countries 
need to help us,’” Almut Möller, the head of the Euro-
pean Council on Foreign Relations’ Berlin office, told 
me. Italy’s new right-wing populist government just this 
week acted on its hardline immigration stance, sparking a 
major diplomatic dispute when it refused to allow a boat 
carrying 600 migrants to dock in the country’s ports.

Möller noted that under the EU’s Dublin Regulation, 
the responsibility for processing a migrant’s asylum claim 
falls to the country where the migrant first arrives. This 
burden invariably fell most heavily on countries like Italy 
and Greece, which served as the main points of entry for 
those coming by boat from the Middle East and North 
Africa. Through her open-door policy, Merkel tried to 

address this disparity. “She decided to allow for refugees 
to register for their asylum request to be dealt with in 
Germany, which meant essentially breaking with what 
the formal Dublin arrangement says,” Möller said. “It 
was seen as an act of solidarity with more vulnerable 
countries that were not able to deal with the huge inflow 
of people who need our help.”

Burden-sharing isn’t the only factor in Merkel’s cal-
culus. The chancellor also fears that if Germany shuts its 
doors, it could prompt other European countries to do the 
same — a prospect that threatens to hasten the collapse 
of the bloc’s internal open-borders system, which allows 
freedom of movement between EU countries. “Apart 
from the humanitarian argument, she also argued that 
we have to try to strengthen the EU’s external border 
security … to be able to keep our free movement of capital 
and goods in place,” Möller said. “That was her argument 
and continues to be her argument.”

Now, Merkel is playing for time in the hopes that this 
issue can be tabled — and her government sustained — 
until agreements with other EU member states can be 
made at the bloc’s summit later this month. Until then, 
her party’s members have reaffirmed their intent to stand 
behind their chancellor.

Seehofer, on the other hand, has threatened to defy 
Merkel and push forward with his migrant policy. Such 
a challenge to Merkel’s authority could prompt her to 
acquiesce (an unlikely scenario, given the blow to her 
authority this would entail), overrule him, or fire him — a 
move that would almost certainly bring the government 
down and trigger new elections. 

Observers predicted that Merkel would meet her 
end as chancellor after Germany’s last general election 
in September, and again in November when coalition 
talks collapsed. Now, as then, such predictions seem 
premature. “The CSU are trying to take a tough line on 
immigration to appeal to voters, and they have a strong 
incentive to do that,” Marcel Dirsus, a political scientist 
at the University of Kiel, told me. “But they don’t have a 
strong incentive to topple their own chancellor — espe-
cially because she continues to be very popular.”

(Source: Atlantic)

A battle over migration is threatening to topple Angela Merkel

 Germany’s government is 
fraught with infighting.

Why the UN deal with 
Myanmar ignores Rohingya 
realities

Last week, the United Nations and the Myanmar government 
inked a deal that will supposedly begin the long process of re-
patriating hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees back 
to their homes. The UN hailed it as “the first step to address 
the root causes of the conflict in Rakhine.” Aung San Suu Kyi, 
Myanmar’s state counselor and de facto political leader, said it 
will “hasten” refugee returns.

The rest of the world, however, was kept guessing. The full text 
of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) — signed between 
the Myanmar government, the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and 
the UN Development Program (UNDP) — has not been released 
to the public. Media outlets, NGOs, donor governments, and even 
other UN agencies have all been kept in the dark.

This lack of transparency is far from the only red flag raised 
by the deal.

Admittedly, from official UN statements, it is possible to glean 
some positive aspects, mainly around increased access for UN 
agencies across Rakhine state. These are areas that have been 
largely sealed off to the outside world since August 2017, when 
the Myanmar military launched its murderous “clearance op-
eration,” killing thousands of Rohingya and forcing hundreds 
of thousands more to flee across the border into Bangladesh. 
Aid and reconstruction are badly needed for those who remain, 
something an increased UN presence would benefit.

But the deal raises far more questions than answers. For one, 
it was negotiated behind closed doors entirely without involving 
Rohingya representatives. How can it possibly ensure a safe and 
dignified repatriation process without involving the very com-
munity it concerns? By excluding us Rohingya and dealing only 
with Naypyidaw, the international community is again sending the 
message that we are not worthy to be masters of our own destiny.

The timing of the deal also makes it difficult not to suspect 
Myanmar’s motives. The MOU was announced on the same day as 
Myanmar said it will establish a new commission to “investigate 
the violation of human rights and related issues” in Rakhine state 
since 2017. The fact that Myanmar did not even mention its own 
military’s abuses speaks volumes of how credible this investiga-
tion will be. Myanmar has a track record of establishing similar 
commissions at politically opportune times, which have never 
led to any genuine accountability. The MOU and the commission 
are likely both attempts to buy some time and goodwill from the 
international community.

The bigger picture, of course, is that conditions are nowhere 
near ready for Rohingya to return in safety and dignity as long as the 
root causes of the crisis remain in place. The risk of violence against 
Rohingya remains a constant threat, particularly as no one has been 
held to account for the well-documented atrocities carried out by the 
security forces and their proxies. Not only have Myanmar’s leaders 
refused to genuinely investigate these human rights violations, but 
they have even flat-out denied that they have taken place.

At the same time, the Myanmar authorities are keeping in 
place a dehumanizing system of repression and segregation 
against Rohingya across large parts of Rakhine State. Not only 
are Rohingya essentially denied citizenship under Burmese law, 
we are also kept separate from other communities. We need 
special permission to travel, to attend hospitals, and to gain an 
education – if we are even allowed into schools in the first place.

In Sittwe, the capital of Rakhine state, much of what remains 
of the Rohingya community is kept in ghetto-like neighborhoods, 
sealed off from the rest of the town with barbed wire. This dis-
crimination was what drove me to flee Rakhine State in the early 
1990s to gain an education, since the authorities would not allow 
me to attend university simply because I was Rohingya. It has 
only gotten worse since.

It is also important to remember that the latest crisis is just the 
latest chapter in a long cycle of abuse. In the late 1970s, my parents 
were forced to flee into Bangladesh along with hundreds of thousands 
of Rohingya after the Myanmar army launched the brutal “Opera-
tion Dragon King,” ostensibly to root out “illegal immigrants.” In 
the early 1990s, I witnessed 
similar abuses myself in Ra-
khine state when yet another 
military campaign forced 
another exodus of refugees.

Myanmar has clung to 
the same genocidal policies 
for decades. The only thing 
that has changed in recent 
years is that the efforts to 
eradicate us Rohingya as a 
people have become more 
intense than ever before.

Unless the Myanmar 
authorities are pressured 
into a fundamental policy 
shift, any MOUs – no matter how well-intended by the interna-
tional community – will accomplish nothing in the long run. If the 
repatriation process starts without addressing the fundamental 
issues plaguing the Rohingya community, the only winner will 
be the Myanmar authorities who, once again, will have gotten 
away with their genocidal policies.

The international community should insist that Myanmar 
ends all forms of discrimination against the Rohingya. Those 
responsible for human rights violations must be held to account 
as a first step to ensure that there is no return to violence. Finally, 
Rohingya in Rakhine State – both those living there now and 
future returnees – need a protection guarantee from the inter-
national community so that they are not left at the mercy of the 
Myanmar security forces. What form this take will need to be 
negotiated with Rohingya representatives present at the table.

These demands are non-negotiable – the very future of the 
Rohingya as a people is at stake.

(Source: The Diplomat)

The fig leaves covered little to start with, 
and withered long ago. Now the excuses for 
Britain’s role in Yemen’s misery have fallen 
away entirely. The assault on Hodeidah by 
the Saudi- and Emirati-led coalition can 
only deepen the world’s worst humanitar-
ian crisis; 70% of the country’s imports pass 
through the port. Britain and France urged 
Saudi Arabia not to launch the attack, but 
the UK has now “said its piece”. The U.S. 
rejected a UAE request for a minesweeper 
for the operation, but as an Emirati official 
observed: “Not giving us military assistance 
is not the same as telling us not to do it.”

So they are doing it. They are conduct-
ing this war with British-, American- and 
French-made arms. They are conducting it 
with western military training and advice; 
British and U.S. officers have been in the 
command room for airstrikes, and this week-
end Le Figaro alleged that there are French 
special forces on the ground in Yemen. They 
are conducting it with diplomatic shelter 
from the west. On Friday, the UK and U.S. 
blocked a Swedish drive for a UN Security 
Council statement demanding a ceasefire: 
“Britain, as the ‘penholder’ on Yemen at the 
UN security council, nevertheless takes a 
nakedly pro-Saudi approach to the conflict,” 
the former international development sec-
retary Andrew Mitchell notes. Arms sales 
and security interests dictate.

The war has already claimed tens of thou-
sands of lives, the oft-cited toll of 10,000 
being highly conservative when reached and 
now hopelessly out of date. Many more stand 
in peril. 

International law obliges the rapid and 
unimpeded passage of humanitarian aid, but 
both the coalition and the Houthis have an 
atrocious record on observing the rules of 
war. Relief groups have had to flee Hodeidah. 
Twenty-two million Yemenis need aid. Eight 
million are at risk of starvation.

The assault appears to be an attempt to 
pre-empt the presentation of a peace plan by 
the UN envoy Martin Griffiths, who had previ-

ously warned that an attack on Hodeidah could 
“take peace off the table in a single stroke”. 
He is due to brief the Security Council on 
Monday, following emergency talks, and the 

UN’s humanitarian coordinator, Lise Grande, 
has said that talks on the UN taking over 
the port’s administration are at an advanced 
stage. But even if Griffiths can manage an 

agreement against the odds, the chances of 
it sticking are poor, given both sides’ record 
of acting in bad faith. The complexities of a 
handover are immense.

The coalition backs the internationally 
recognized president, Abd Rabbu Mansour 
Hadi, driven out by the Houthis. But the cam-
paign appears largely driven by two forces. 
First, rivalry with Iran, and other strategic 
interests. Second, the prestige of its leaders 
– notably Mohammed bin Salman, who led 
the charge to war and is now Saudi Arabia’s 
de facto leader. The coalition has calculated 
that after a lengthy stalemate it may be in its 
best position since the war began more than 
three years ago; it hopes to change the facts 
on the ground and appears to have convinced 
itself that Hodeidah will be a relatively easy 
win, if far from painless for civilians. This is 
familiar stuff, as an International Crisis Group 
report pointed out this week: “The warring 
factions are overconfident in their military 
prospects, almost always press for military 
advantage when there is an opportunity for 
negotiation, and are all too often starkly in-
different to the humanitarian impact of their 
actions and the plight of ordinary citizens.”

Riyadh and Abu Dhabi may be of one mind 
in their loathing for Tehran, but the crowded 
and increasingly complex field is exposing 
divergence in their interests. A few months 
ago, Emirati-backed forces were fighting and 
killing Saudi-backed forces in Aden. The south 
is moving towards outright autonomy. But 
which Saudi and Emirati officials will dare 
to tell their superiors that Tehran enmeshed 
them in a costly, apparently endless war at 
relatively little cost to itself? The entrench-
ment of a war economy is another significant 
obstacle to peace.

So it goes on, the suffering mounting, 
further unsettling this unstable region and 
breeding cynicism and rage towards the west 
and its talk of human rights and international 
law. If the complicity ever looked deniable, 
events of recent days have laid it bare.

(Source: The Guardian)

The Guardian view on Yemen: 
our complicity lies bare

On Friday, the UK and U.S. blocked a 
Swedish drive for a UN Security Council 

statement demanding a ceasefire: “Britain, 
as the ‘penholder’ on Yemen at the UN 
security council, nevertheless takes a 

nakedly pro-Saudi approach to the conflict,” 
the former international development 

secretary Andrew Mitchell notes. Arms sales 
and security interests dictate.

Conditions 
are nowhere 

near ready for 
Rohingya to 

return in safety 
and dignity as 

long as the root 
causes of the 

crisis remain in 
place.

 Chaotic immigration policy puts other EU priorities at risk

Even if the UK warned against attacking the vital port of Hodeidah, we bear 
responsibility for the horrors of this war  
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‘Israel has lost last vestiges of moral accountability’

ANALYSIS & INTERVIEW

1       “I don’t want to use martial lan-
guage -- that doesn’t help us get any fur-
ther,” Merkel told reporters. “It would 
ultimately be detrimental to everyone. 
No one would win such a competition.”

Merkel›s implicit threat, of the «Euro-
pean countermeasures» and “retaliation” 
against the United States may include 
setting tariffs on the American import-
ed goods, which is subsequently going to 
lead to the increased export costs in the 
United States.

Though over the last months, Euro-
pean officials have been in intensive dis-
cussions with the U.S. President on steel 
and aluminum tariffs, it became clear that 
Trump is hardly going to withdraw from 
his position. The continuation of U.S.-EU 
talks on steel and aluminum tariffs will 
increase the dissatisfaction and anger 
among European citizens from the United 
States. It will also affect the performance 
of American companies in Europe.

Many American economic analysts 
have warned that the implementation 
of compromise policies towards Wash-

ington can’ help at this period, a warning 
that Merkel and Macron chose to ignore. 

   Poland Playing on the U.S. 
Ground 

Recent statements by senior Polish 
officials in confirming the U.S. govern-
ment’s approach in pulling out of the 
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA), have once again raised am-
biguities and complexities in the actu-
al formulation of the “JCPOA minus 
America». It should not be forgotten 
that Poland, as one of the main European 
allies of Washington, is a member of the 
European Union, and it is necessary for 
all of the EU member states to vote for 
a law to be approved. 

However, Poland has expressed its op-
position against the European Union. The 
statements made by the Polish Foreign 
Minister which indicated his support for 
the decision of the United States, made it 
clear that Washington and Warsha con-
sider the nuclear deal as a dependent 
variable which is affected by particular 
security equations. Currently, the Euro-

pean Commission has taken a series of 
measures to support European companies 
cooperating with Iran against U.S. sanc-
tions. However, unless all of the 28 EU 

member states support such decisions, 
they won’t be put into effect in practice. 
The decision-making structure in the EU 
is such that all 28 members of this bloc 

are involved. Thus the final decision of 
the European authorities calls for a «total 
consensus» of all the member states.

Jacek Czaputowicz›s recent stance sug-
gests that Warsaw is busy with preparing 
the ground for defending the U.S. interests 
under the situation which Trump had with-
drawn from the JCPOA. Of course there 
has been hidden deals between Warsaw 
and Washington in this regard.

Poland’s Foreign Minister Jacek 
Czaputowicz said that Warsaw had not 
decided yet whether to back the ban, or 
namely “the blocking regulation”, a deci-
sion that needs unanimous backing from 
the EU’s 28 members. 

“We need to think, there is still time,” 
Czaputowicz said. “This doesn’t mean we 
don’t feel part of the EU community in 
these discussions ... We will see what other 
EU members think.” 

Referring to European companies doing 
business in Iran since the nuclear deal 
was put in place, Czaputowicz said Poland 
felt “economic considerations appeared 
to take precedence” in EU talks.

“During discussions (within the EU), 
we will emphasize the need to consider 
the motives of the United States and a 
greater empathy towards them.”

The decoding of the Polish Foreign Min-
ister words is not really difficult. Warsaw 
is considered to be the most important 
piece of the United States in Europe and 
NATO. Under such conditions, Warsaw›s 
absolute support for Trump›s government 
was not unpredictable. It should not be 
forgotten that the United States has al-
ways played the role of Poland’s patron 
in NATO. Trump government’s officials 
have pledged to Poland to provide more 
security guarantees to the country (within 
NATO).

Undoubtedly, in the near future, Po-
land›s play on the United States’ ground 
will become more apparent. However, 
the adoption of such an approach by 
Warsaw would lead to disputes between 
Poland and some other European play-
ers, the disputes that Poland and its 
supporter, the United States, will try 
to manage and limit.

1       Imagine a life whereby 
when you wake up, you feel hope-
less. When you retire to sleep, 
helplessness sets in. You are liv-
ing in fear and trepidation, with 
no better day on the horizon. For 
you, freedom is just another word. 
You do not see yourselves as mili-
tants or terrorists, you see victims 
-- victimized from the day you were 
born. Prisoners of time -- prisoners 
of a bitter fate, caring less about 
who is right or who is wrong. You 
yearn for a normal life -- life with 
dignity and pride.

So the answer to your question 
is The Zionist Government of Israel 
has always used excessive force 
against the very people whose 
land they occupy, while the world 
watches quietly it is time the world 
stepped in against this tyranny.  The 
killing of a 21-year-old Palestinian 
nurse symbolizes the dark side of 
the ongoing conflict. Despite her 
medical vest, to an Israeli sniper 
she was just another target who 
was killed trying to save the life of 
a fallen demonstrator. Just as the 
Palestinians have never known real 
peace for the last 70 years,  it is 
time for every Israeli to also realize 

that as long as the Palestinians live 
under blockade, deprived of basic 
necessities, living in anguish and 
fear with little prospect of better 
days ahead, Israel will not know 
a day of real peace either.

   Another round of the Great 
March of Return protests were held 
on Friday concurrently with similar 
anti-Israeli demonstrations around 
the world to mark the International 
Quds Day. The National Committee 
of the Great March of Return said 
the protests would not end until the 
world listens to the Palestinians› 
legitimate demand for returning to 
their homeland and breaking the 
siege on Gaza. What do you think 
about the Palestinians› demands?

A: It is time for reckoning, time 
for the Zionist Government of Is-
rael to face the bitter reality -- the 
reality of Hamas and two million 
Palestinians are going nowhere. 
Israel’s policies toward Hamas and 
the senseless killing of Palestinians 
has brought nothing but interna-
tional condemnation. Benjamin 
Netanyahu has single-handedly 
turned Israel into a pariah state, 
ruthless, self-absorbed, and im-
moral. The number one apartheid 

state in the world.
It is time to be realistic and face 

the truth, time to think about Is-
rael›s future, time to change the 
dynamic of this struggle. It is time 
to chart a pathway that could bring 
an end to a consuming and de-
bilitating conflict which is under-
mining Israel›s security and has 
eroded its social fabric and moral 

foundation.
The latest March of Return of 

Palestinians along the Gaza border 
with Israel that turned violent is no 
surprise to a multitude of Israelis 
and Palestinians as well. This tragic 
confrontation that resulted in the 
death of 120 Palestinians was not 
the first and will not be the last. 
Israel has waged three wars against 

Hamas and countless retaliatory 
strikes, and yet nothing has fun-
damentally changed.

The sad thing is that nothing 
will change unless Israel accepts 
the reality that Hamas is the gov-
erning authority in Gaza, with 
whom you must come to terms 
to bring an end to this unabating 
tragedy. Netanyahu›s policy to-
ward Gaza has and continues to 
be containment, but to what end? 
Hamas is a reality that neither the 
Zionist Government of Israel nor 
the USA can change. The Zionist 
Government of Israel along with 
its partners, allies and supporters 
can decapitate its leaders, but new 
leaders of the same ilk will rise 
and they will not be as forgiving.

    Israel has rejected inter-
national calls for probes into re-
cent deaths and insisted that its 
open-fire rules for Gaza will not 
change. Some Western states, 
particularly the U.S. and Britain, 
who call themselves champions of 
human rights, have supported the 
Tel Aviv regime’s crimes against 
Palestinians. The UN has also failed 
to restore the rights of the people. 
What do you think? What role can 

Muslim countries play in protecting 
the rights of the oppressed people 
of Palestine?

A: Over the past couple of years, 
Israel›s Prime Minister Netanyahu 
has gloated dozens of times about 
the rising warmth and cooperation 
between his government and Arab 
states. The most recent of these 
was at a Jewish New Year›s event 
at the Israeli foreign ministry in 
Jerusalem, where he said: «What 
is actually happening with the Arab 
states has never happened in our 
history.»

He said that cooperation be-
tween Israel and Arab states now 
exists «in various ways and differ-
ent levels».  «we›re here to stay 
forever. This is the inheritance of 
our ancestors. This is our land.» 
On the other hand, Arab regimes 
couldn›t care less about Pales-
tinians.

Arab regimes have long wanted 
to establish relations with Israel 
for their own interests, and some-
times as a way of pandering to the 
Americans, but they know that the 
only way to dodge popular fury 
would be to advance a peace deal 
for the Palestinians. As time passes, 

Arab rulers continue to lower their 
demands for Palestinians› rights, 
all for the sake of normalization 
with Israel. When your own people 
can do this to you what can you 
expect from others? The stronger 
the cooperation between the Zionist 
Government of Israel and Muslim 
countries, the deeper the knife into 
the backs of Palestinians.

In an opening speech to the 
6th International Conference in 
Support of the Palestinian Intifada 
(Uprising), Leader of the Islam-
ic Revolution Ayatollah Seyed Ali 
Khamenei said all Muslim countries 
have a responsibility to support 
Palestinian resistance, which 
should be a source of unity in the 
Islamic world.

He so eloquently put it that 
«Despite the differences that exist 
among Islamic countries — some 
of these differences are natural, 
some originate from the enemy’s 
plot and the rest are because of 
negligence — “the issue of Pales-
tine can and should be the pivot 
of unity for all Islamic countries.” 
Until such time that it happens, 
the Palestinian people will remain 
an oppressed people.

The trade war is intensified between 
U.S. and Europe

N.I.O.C
1397.1231

National Iranian
Drilling CompanyFirst

  Announcement

تهران تایمز نوبت اول 97/03/29نوبت دوم 97/03/30   

Brief discription of subject:
National Iranian Drilling Company(NIDC) address pasdaran Blev., Airport Saqare, Ahvaz, Iran  hereby intends to purchase its requirements from 
qualified and interested tenderers through one-stage public tender (compressed) upon following terms and conditions:
A) Qualitative evaluation of tenderer:
The evaluation is based on  article ( J ) implementing regulations of the law of tenders and also carried out base on worksheets qualitative evaluation 
inquiry in the tender doucments. Minimum acceptable point of quality is 60.
B) Preparation of tender documents:
Purchasing of documents:
In order to receive the tender documents, 510,000 Rials should be paid to account number  4001114004020491 in central bank  of Islamic Republic 
of Iran under the title of “centralized income funds” of National Iranian Drilling Company  and providing the  original deposit receipt.
Reciving of documents:
Tenderers must be obtain the quality evaluation documents along with tender documents maximum 10 days after the date of second publication in 
person at the following address: Hall No.:113, 1thfloor, Foreign
Procurement Dept., National Iranian Drilling Company, Airport square, Ahwaz, IRAN
Notice: Only the real or legal persons who apply to purchase and recieve tender ducments from foreign procurment department in due date and 
participates in tenderwill be known as tenderer from tender committee.
C) Delivery of envelopes of bids and call quality evaluating:
Tenderers shall submit simultaneuosly envelopes of bids including bank guarantees(A), financial offer(C) and stamped and signed of tender 
ducuments(B) along with qualificaion worksheets in form of software in CD and documentary within 35 days from last day of document recived 
deadline to the following address: Hall No.:107, 1thfloor ,Tender Committee, Building operations, National Iranian Drilling Company, Airport 
square, Ahwaz, IRAN.
Notice: The deadline for the refusal of bidders participation in the the tender is the last day of determined for submission of bids.
D) Tender Guarantee:
Type of guarantee:
A)Bank guarantees or guarantees issued by non-bank institutions that have activites licensed by the Central    
Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
B) The original cash deposit receipt paid to the account number 4001114006376636 under the title of “centralized guarantee funds” of National 
Iranian Drilling Company  to the central bank  of Islamic Republic of Iran.
Duration of credit guarantee & quotation:
This duration should be valid for 90 days and extendable maximum For one time in initial credit amount.

More on this & other tenders is accessible by click on. WWW.NIDC.IR
News Channel of NIDC : @nidc_pr 

Foreign Procurement Dept
National Iranian Drilling Company

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
National Iranian 
Drilling Company 

 
N.I.O.C 

1397.1231 

Public Calls For Quality Evaluating Of Tender(First Publish/Seconed Publish) 

One-Stage(compressed) 

No 
TENDER NO. / INDENT 

NO 
Tenders Portal 

Reg. No. Subject of Tender ESTIMATED 
VALUE (Rial) 

TENDER GUARANTEE 

Rial Euro 

1 Tender No.:FP/17-97/014 

Indent No.: 48-22-9622031 

3,165,190 

PARTS FOR BOMCO 
TRIPLEX MUD 

PUMP TYPE F-1600 
22,398,567,120 1,120,000,000 22,775 

  
Brief discription of subject: 
   National Iranian Drilling Company(NIDC) address pasdaran Blev., Airport Saqare, Ahvaz, 
Iran  hereby intends to purchase its requirements from qualified and interested tenderers through 
one-stage public tender (compressed) upon following terms and conditions: 
A) Qualitative evaluation of tenderer: 
   The evaluation is based on  article ( J ) implementing regulations of the law of tenders and also 
carried out base on worksheets qualitative evaluation inquiry in the tender doucments. Minimum 
acceptable point of quality is 60. 
     B) Preparation of tender documents: 
       Purchasing of documents: 
    In order to receive the tender documents, 510,000 Rials should be paid to account 
number  4001114004020491 in central bank  of Islamic Republic of Iran under the title of “centralized 
income funds” of National Iranian Drilling Company  and providing the  original deposit receipt. 
 Reciving of documents: 

Form of Request for Proposal
Notice of Selecting Competent Advisor for Designing a Model of 

Principles on Integrity System for Tehran Chamber of Commerce.
Tehran Chamber of Commerce , further to preparation of the Model to Combat Corruption in Private 
Sector ,intends to prepare the Model of Principles on Integrity System for Tehran Chamber of 
Commerce.
This Model shall have following minimum requirements: 
To be in accordance with all national and international rules and regulations related to 
administrative integrity.

1. To specify appropriate systems for supervising and internal controlling the administrative 
integrity.

2. To evaluate the establishment of electronical systems development and transparency of dif-
ferent part in Tehran Chamber of Commerce.

3. To increase the official and financial discipline and meritocracy.
4. To promote the viewpoint of honoring client and accountability in Tehran Chamber of 

Commerce.
By publishing this R.F.P. we expect to receive readiness of Entities of Persons to participate in 
Preparation of A/M Model within 3 weeks , to be sent to address : No.10, 21th Street Khalid Islambouli 
(Vozara) Avenue, Tehran, Iran, P.O.Box/Postal Code:1511917613 or the following address Email: 
havasi@tccim.ir.

Phone number: 021- 88107726

The Tehran Times new pocket-sized glossary is now available on the 
market. The reader-friendly is a rich source of the most common 
journalistic terminology collected by the daily’s retired staff. 

It can benefit a wide range of tastes from students to professional 
journalists. Persian equivalents have been given for all entries, including 
idioms and expressions. The glossary also includes example sentences for 
entries the authors thought it would be a bit difficult to learn.

For more information contact:

(021) 430 51 450
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INTERNATIONAL

By Jean Dagher
Interactions between allies and partner nations require 
a common language, shared understanding and mutual 
trust. Furthermore, interoperability between militar-
ies has become more important to accomplish unified 
efforts and achieve the military objectives of collaborat-
ing coalitions. The United States invites international 
military students from various countries to study all 
aspects of the profession funded through security as-
sistance programs such as the International Military 
Education and Training program. This whole effort 
contributes to the United States’ strategic objectives 
outlined in its latest National Security Strategy and 
National Defense Strategy.

The critical thinking and decision-making these 
students learn require an understanding of ethical 
and moral philosophy. This complex reasoning en-
counters profound contradictions in practice when 
these military professionals attempt to implement 
these philosophical values in their home countries. 

Regardless some devastating consequences to the 
careers of a few international military students, most 
outcomes of inviting them to the United States to 
study are promising and represent an investment 
with high returns for both parties.

Today’s complex operational environment im-
poses on military professionals arranging, recom-
mending, and advancing theories of right and wrong 
conduct in situations where their moral or ethical 
judgments are in play. In addition, the sensitivity 
of their decisions and the consequences they have 
make military decision making even more depend-
ent on ethical and moral grounds. When an ethical 
choice is between rights and wrong, deciding to do 
what is right is more of an issue of moral courage. 
In most situations, the ethical choice that military 
leaders have to make is trading in the shades of grey 
or between two rights, which make their decisions 
much more difficult. Further, every time a serious 
moral judgment is made, the military leader making 

the judgment becomes that judgment.
When bringing the ethical principles and moral 

values that they learn in their education in the United 
States back to their home countries, international 
military students find themselves in an ethical dilemma. 
The inconsistencies with the entrenched political 
interests in their motherlands impede these mili-
tary professionals’ ability to improve their countries’ 
military organizations. Their decision-making skills, 
based upon their new ethical mindset, conflict with 
their country’s military organizational culture devel-
oped from their own social construction of reality and 
manifest in their resistance to implementing change 
in the organization. Furthermore, this ideal way of 
thinking based on ethical principles and moral values 
and the reality found back in their home countries 
sometimes contradicts with their organizations’ 
interests or some political parties’ agendas.

 Inviting military personnel
Some consequences of these contradictions could 

be devastating to the careers of international military 
students and might escalade to life-threatening. This 
raised the voices against inviting military professionals 
to the United States to study. In some illustrations, 
military officers from Turkey sought political asylum 
in the United States after the 2016 failed coup attempt 
in their home country. Most of their families and 
belongings were left back in Turkey, and were aban-
doned. What they learned during their professional 
education in the U.S. military was not compatible 
with what they have back home. In another example, 
an aborted coup led to the death of another graduate 
student from U.S. military institution. 

A Gambian officer was trying to bring change to 
his people, advance democracy in his country and 
modernize his military organization. His beliefs 
of mirroring those ethical principles and moral 
values that he acquired in his studies with the 
U.S. military had a reverse effect when faced with 
corruption and political repression.

Nonetheless, the U.S. military education for 
international students advances the profession of 
arms by teaching foreign military leaders how to 
be successful in solving complex problems based 
on doing the right thing. Educating international 
military students develops good “cardinal virtues” 
of character that Plato advanced such as wisdom 
and justice that would regulate their emotions and 
avoids acquiring bad character traits like cowardice 
and injustice. Yet, international military organi-
zations need assistance to reach these virtues in 
decision making and to resolve ethical issues and 
problems. The U.S. military education represents 
these means to attain these qualities and according 
to the universal rules and principles of “duty theory” 
that Samuel Pufendorf, John Locke, Immanuel 
Kant, and W.D. Ross advance, the U.S. military is 
responsible and has an obligation toward other 
foreign militaries of sharing their knowledge, ex-
perience, and education.   1 3

America’s strength: Teaching international 
military students

Job Vacancy
Pars Diplomatic Real Estate is looking for the agents 
for its Zaferanieh and Elahieh offices  who require 
these qualification:

1. Fluent in written and spoken English
2. Good at teamwork and communication
3. Enthusiastic about this job and highly motivated
4. Full time agent
5. Having his/her own car

Please send your CV to the below email address:

info@parsdiplomatic.com

Apt in new Building in Niavaran
 2th floor, each floor one apt each

Apt 300 sq.m with
4 Bdrs., balcony, furn &

unfurn, lobby, spj 
good access to highway

$7000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in South Dibaji
100 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., 2 bathrooms

fully furn, clean, near to 
Arghavan Park

$1300
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in South Kamranieh
7th floor, 250 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.  

equipped kitchen, pkg
18 sq.m balcony, renovated

swimming pool, yard
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Apt in Soheil
115 sq.m, 2 Bdrs., fully furn

parking, yard, back yard
$2500

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Darakeh
95 sq.m, 1 Bdr., fully furn

almost new, parking 
$1500

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

New Apt in Zafaranieh
180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., new furn 

parking, $3500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Luxury Villa in Aqdasieh
 sq.m land, 2600 sq.m built 3000
 up, duplex, 14 Bdrs., parking
 renovated, pool, gym saloon

servant quarter
Suitable for

Residency of Ambassadors
  Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Nice Villa in Elahieh
1000 sq.m built up, 2600 sq.m 

land, 6 rooms, renovated
green garden adjacent to river 

parking, servant, outdoor 
swimming pool 

$18000
Suitable for Residency & Embassy

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Duplex Villa in Velenjak
1100 sq.m buil up, 1300 sq.m land

9 Bdrs., renovated, nice garden 
semi furn, outdoor pool nice 
garden, 2 big balconies  nice 

& cozy place
storage,  servant quarter

2 side entrances
$15000

Suitable for
Embassy & Company 

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Duplex Villa in Qeytarieh
1250 sq.m land, 950 sq.m

5 Bdrs., indoor swimming pool 2 
balconies, semi furn, green garden

3 sides entrances, pkg
Price Negotiable

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Whole Building in Jordan
3 floors, 900 sq.m totally

Outdoor pool, pkg, yard, 11000$ 
Suitable for

Residency & Embassy
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Whole Building in Zafaranieh
5th floor, each floor one unit

each unit 150 sq.m with 3 rooms
new, parking, lobby

Price negotiable
   Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Whole Building in Kamranieh
10 unit Apt, 60 Bdrs., each Apt 
around 210 sq.m, with 3 Bdrs.

lobby, 37 parking & more, spj, too 
many storage rooms, completely 

renovated, good access to highway
Ready for Renting to foreign 

Companies & Residency
Ms.Diba: 09128103206   

Whole Building in the best location 
in North of Tehran

2 block, each block 5 Apts, totally 
10 Apts, 35 rooms, lobby

too many parking, best location 
best view, perfect quality
roof garden, outdoor pool

Suitable for
Embassy, Residency& Companies

Ms.Diba: 09128103206                                                                                                                                      
Commercial Building in Valiasr

200 sq.m, parking
Price per each sq $55

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Elahieh
3th floor, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.

fully furn, nice & cozy, lobby
spj, diplomatic building

$4000
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Jordan
5th floor,120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.

fully furn, lobby, pkg diplomatic
 $1500

Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Qeytarieh
4th floor 120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.

fully furn, parking
near to Qeytarieh Park

$1500  
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Limited Offer in Velenjak
apt in a modern garden tower 140 
sq.m, 2 Bdrs., luxury furn perfect 

light & view, spj
parking, 24/7 security

lobby man,  $2500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Apt in Kamranieh
270 sq.m, 4 Bdrs., luxury furn
nice balcony, green space view

swimming pool, $3500
Ms.Diba: 09128103206

Villa / Apt in Elahieh
2th floor, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs

luxury furn, nice garden, pkg 
$4000 negotiable

Suitable for Diplomats
Ms.Diba: 09128103206
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HERITAGE & TOURISM JUNE 19, 2018

TEHRAN — On Sunday, 
a number of Iranian and 

Dutch officials cut ribbon on “Iran – Cradle 
of Civilization”, an enormous loan exhibit on 
history of Iran that kicked off at the Drents 
Museum in Assen.

The opening ceremony was attended 
by tens of researchers, experts, academia, 
and cultural heritage aficionados and several 
speakers delivered speeches on the event, 
IRNA reported. 

Tehran’s Ambassador to The Hague, Al-
ireza Jahangiri, called the exhibit “an impor-
tant initiative and a great cultural motion” 
that would take its visitors to a journey of one 
of the oldest and most interesting cultures 
in the world.

“Such cultural cooperation between Iran 
and the Netherlands can lay the ground for 
better understanding and deepening relations 
between the two nations.” 

Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tour-
ism Organization Deputy Director Moham-
mad-Hassan Talebian said nearly 200 objects 
have been selected for the event in such a 
way that represent 200,000 years of Iranian 
culture and history.

Loaded by the National Museum of Iran, 
the objects date from the Paleolithic era to 
the time of the Safavid Dynasty (1501–1736). 

It features earliest developments of agri-
culture and livestock farming from the very 
beginning to cuneiform clay tablets, gold 
beakers and ornaments, bronze weapons 
and beautifully painted ceramics associated 
with successive Iranian kingdoms.

“These treasures have long been hidden 
from the Western world. Many of them have 

never been exhibited in the Netherlands 
before, and have even never been on show 

outside Iran before,” the Drents Museum 
website announced.

The exhibit will be running through No-
vember 18.

The holidays are just around the corner. If you’ve 
already purchased your airline ticket, it is time 
to find yourself appropriate and budget-friendly 
accommodation. It can be quite a task to find 
a place to stay that suits your preferences and 
budget. Hence, kompas.com has compiled some 
tricks to help you save on accommodation.

    Couchsurfing
Couchsurfing has been a lifesaver for 

budget travelers, particularly backpackers.

By joining the community, travelers will 
have access to other “couchsurfers” in various 
destinations across the globe who allow guests 
to stay at their homes— for free. In addition 
to free accommodation, Couchsurfing is also 
a way to meet the locals and learn the culture.

    Use overnight transit
Smarter Travel website mentions that us-

ing overnight transit is a classic trick used 
by study-abroad students and backpackers.

By purchasing overnight train or bus 
tickets, you can comfortably save money 
for your accommodation while also reach-
ing your next destination.

    Home exchange
Those who want to travel with their loved 

ones may consider homeexchange.com. The 
website has thousands of listings across the 
globe, including houses in Bali.

All you need to do is to list your house 

on HomeExchange’s community. Then you 
can wait or send inquiries to other members 
prior to arranging the exchange.

    Credit card
If you are a credit card user, you might 

want to check out the point rewards catalog.
Some credit card companies offer hotel 

promotions, allowing you to pay for the hotel 
accommodation using your points. 

(Source: The Jakarta Post) 

Hotels are expanding beyond their on-site restaurants, 
throwing food festivals to lure travelers at different times 
of the year. Here are five resorts and seven festivals worth 
checking out.

Some hotels try to create buzz by opening restaurants 
with high-profile chefs. Lately, however, a growing number 
of properties want to offer more, and are throwing entire 
food festivals instead.

Michael Heflin, senior vice president of the hotel division 
of Travel Leaders Group, thinks that hotels are getting into 
the festival business because they want to offer guests — as 
well as the local community — special culinary experiences. 
“A food festival, especially one with well-known chefs, helps 
a hotel distinguish itself from other properties,” he said. “It 
also brings in business from locals and entices travelers to 
stay at the property when the festival is happening.”

In April, for example, the Sanctuary on Camelback Mountain 
Resort & Spa in Scottsdale, Ariz., hosted Nirvana, a food and 
wine festival with notable chefs such as Scott Conant, Todd 
English and Stephanie Izard and also highlighted the talent 
of regional chefs. Here are a few more to look forward to.

   local chefs and cuisine in Italy
The Hotel Regina Isabella in Ischia, an island in the Gulf 

of Naples, has an annual food festival celebrating the local 
food and wines of that region and other parts of Italy. The 
dates for this year are Nov. 1 to 4. They haven’t released the 
exact program yet, but they have invited renowned Italian 
chefs and vintners to share their products with guests and 

other industry people. And they usually have some choco-
late, coffee, cheese and purveyors in addition to the meals 
prepared by the chefs.

   Three festivals to choose from in St. Lucia
The Anse Chastanet resort in St. Lucia has three food 

festivals planned for this year. In June, the resort turns 
into a mango lover’s paradise. During its Mango Madness 
Festival, guests experience interactive classes on cooking 
and mixology, a five-course mango-themed dinner and many 
other opportunities to taste the exotic flavors of different 
mango varieties.

October, on the other hand, is all about spices, including 
a tour of the resort’s new spice garden and cocktails spiced 
with nutmeg, ginger, vanilla and cloves. The resort’s culinary 
team offers a special five-course menu for the event featur-

ing local spices, and an interactive beach tandoori cooking 
class. Guests can also take part in a hands-on spice blending 
class and take home their favorite mixtures. In December, 
at the Discover Chocolate Festival, guests get the true “bean 
to bar” experience, starting with a tour of Emerald Farm, 
where more than 2,000 cocoa trees are carefully tended. 
Tour guides teach guests how the beans are harvested, dried, 
roasted and turned into chocolate.

   An island food festival getaway in Hawaii
From Sept. 17 to 20, the Four Seasons Resort Hualalai, 

in Hawaii, will host a Chef Fest, with dinners, interactive 
cooking classes and tastings from prolific chefs like Andy 
Ricker of Pok Pok, in Portland, Ore., and New York, and 
Michael Cimarusti of Providence in Los Angeles.   

    Southern food and hospitality in Georgia
The food festival at Sea Island resort, in Georgia, is called 

Southern Grown; the event, held over Labor Day, celebrates 
Southern cuisine and local music through dinners, concerts, 
cooking demonstrations and a marketplace. Though this 
year’s lineup is still in the works, last year’s event included 
the James Beard Award winner Mike Lata, of FIG Restau-
rant in Charleston, and the Atlanta chef Linton Hopkins.

     Celebrity chefs and great eats in Atlantic City
Though the hotel food festival trend is recent, a handful 

have been around for several years: Borgata Hotel Casino 
& Spa, in Atlantic City, N.J., will host its 11th annual Savor 
Borgata in early November. The event is known for its roster 
of celebrity chefs including Wolfgang Puck, Bobby Flay, 
Michael Symon and Geoffrey Zakarian.

(Source: The New York Times) 
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“Iran – Cradle of Civilization” 
exhibition opens in the Netherlands 

TEHRAN — A team of archaeologists 
and researchers has recently found rem-

nants of ancient metal smelting across two villages in 
northwest Iran. 

“Significant sites of metal smelting have been found at the 
mountainous villages of Kani-Rash and Barikayi in West Azarbai-
jan province in areas that add up to 10 square kilometers,” Salah 
Salimi, head of the archaeological team, said on Monday. 

According to the IRIB, the team also aims to make a precise 
documentation of the discovered objects and their associated 
sites and to draw a dispersion map, he added. 

Salimi didn’t refer to the age of excavated objects but men-
tioned that the sites are dominantly connected with melting iron 
ore in the region. 

Four tricks to save on accommodation while traveling

5 getaways with local food festivals that are worth the trip
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By Shivani Vora

Historic center of Brugge

Brugge in Belgium is an outstanding example of a medieval 
historic settlement, which has maintained its historic fabric as 
this has evolved over the centuries, and where original Gothic 
constructions form part of the town’s identity. 

Brugge in medieval times was known as a commercial 
metropolis in the heart of Europe.

In the 15th century, Brugge was the cradle of the Flemish 
Primitives and a center of patronage and painting develop-
ment for artists such as Jan van Eyck and Hans Memling. 
Many of their works were exported and influenced painting 
styles all over Europe. Exceptionally important collections 
have remained in the city until today.

Even after its economic and artistic peak at the end of the 
Middle Ages, building and urban development continued, 
although Brugge mostly missed the 19th-century industrial 
revolution. 

In the 18th and 19th centuries, many medieval parcels were 
joined to larger entities and new quarters were also developed. 

Brugge is characterized by a continuity reflected in the 
relative harmony of changes. As part of this continuity, the late 
19th century renovation of facades introduced a Neo-Gothic 
style that is particular for Brugge. 

The Brugge ‘neo’ style of construction and its restoration 
philosophy became a subject of interest, study and inspiration.

Still an active, living city today, Brugge has preserved 
the architectural and urban structures which document the 
different phases of its development including the central 
Market Place with its belfry, the Béguinage, as well as the 
hospitals, the religious and commercial complexes and the 
historic urban fabric.

(Source: UNESCO) 

ROUND THE GLOBE 

A photo combination shows opening ceremony of the “Iran – Cradle of Civilization”, an exhibition on Iranian history at the Drents 
Museum in the Netherlands, June 17, 2018. 

If you want to start a war of independence, you must have 
guns, and for that you need either cash or a bank loan. In 
the 1820s, the Greeks, who were a stateless people under 
the Ottoman empire, won their war with guns bought with 
borrowed money – around £2 million at the time and worth 
maybe €60 million today.

It was the beginning of Greek indebtedness to foreign 
creditors which has continued to the present, when the national 
debt is €340 billion and, despite cutbacks and reforms, still 
rising. That’s over €30,000 for every man, woman and child.

Greece, like Ireland, missed out on the industrial revo-
lution. Unlike Ireland, it does not have multinationals and 
a financial services centre to generate wealth. With tourism 
as its only major industry (20 per cent of its GDP and work-
force) Greece cannot hope to become solvent before 2060 
at the earliest, and probably never.

And tourism is not a growth area, except in the cruise 
ship business, which in effect contributes very little to local 
revenue. The infrastructure is finite. The mayor of Santorini, 
one of the world’s top island destinations, has called for a 
halt to growth because the island, in his words, “has reached 
saturation point”. And while the refugee crisis continues (as 
it will) in the Aegean islands such as Lesbos, tourism there 
has reduced to nearly zero.

If we are to understand the control being exercised over 
the Greek economy by the EU, the IMF and the banks in 
Germany and France (which lent money to an uncredit-
worthy Greece and thus precipitated the crisis) we have to 
look at political history.

=== Controlled
Greece has been in debt since the start. It has been con-

trolled by the “Great Powers” which brought it into existence 
(Britain, France, Russia, Austro-Hungary) to destabilise 
Turkey and to create malleable client states in the eastern 
Mediterranean. The mounting Greek debt brought it to virtual 
bankruptcy in 1843 (less than 15 years after its foundation) 
and after a “real” bankruptcy in 1856 it was placed under 
international supervision. This was formalised in 1897 with 
an International Financial Commission that existed until the 
1960s. If that sounds familiar, it’s because today’s situation 
is merely history repeating itself.

Greece had been hoping that in August it would have a 
“clean exit” from the current bailout. That hope evaporated 
when it became clear that the economy would continue to 
be severely monitored for the foreseeable future. This is 
the only way that a fourth bailout – which would effectively 
close down the Greek economy completely – can be avoided.

The reasons for this continued intervention are threefold. 
Firstly, although the Greek parliament has legislated for 
all the reforms demanded by the EU, these reforms are not 
actually being implemented at the coalface. Intransigence 
in the civil service and self-serving in the “protected” pro-
fessions (from lawyers to hairdressers) means those sectors 
are proving resistant to change.

Secondly, there is disagreement between the EU, the 
IMF and Olaf Scholz, the new German finance minister, 
about the timing and level of debt reduction. There is even 
strong opposition among some creditors to the idea of a 
“haircut” of any kind.

Thirdly, while the refugee crisis continues, and with re-
lations between Greece and Turkey at an all-time low (since 
the war of independence, that is), and with the Balkans 

in characteristic turmoil, the entire region continues to be 
vexed by uncertainty and ambivalence.

And now there is a fourth factor: the political impasse in 
Italy is focusing Greek attention on a situation not unlike 
that in Greece when a left-right coalition took power in 2015. 
A “Grexit” (which the Greeks seem to have approved in the 
referendum of July 2015) would have been small potatoes 
in terms of the eurozone.

=== Watching scenario
An “Italexit” would mean the loss of Europe’s fourth 

largest economy and, coupled with Brexit, would almost 
certainly see the end of the euro and possibly even the EU 
itself. Greek politicians are watching this scenario just as 
eagerly as the mandarins in Brussels and Berlin.

At root, the unrest in Greece and Italy (with similar hic-
cups in Spain and Portugal) is the legacy of two factors which 
have never been intelligently addressed.

First is the intention of today’s “Great Powers”, which are 
predominantly in northern Europe, to control the destinies 
of the Mediterranean states in order to protect their own 
interests. Immigration, relations with Algeria, Libya, Egypt 
and Israel, and preservation of democracy in the Balkans, 
supersede the democratic and economic interests and human 
rights of those peoples and states.

Second is the barrier of incomprehension between the 
northern powers and the southern people they wish to con-
trol. If you live south of a line from Marseille to Varna you 
are less likely to be amenable to the fiscal or even civic logic 
of the northerners. The Merkels and Scholzes, Junckers 
and Draghis of this world haven’t learned that lesson yet.

(Source: The Irish Times) 

Debt, tourism saturation and immigration curb Greek hopes

Traces of ancient smelting 
discovered in northwest Iran   

Water to return to 
Cheshmeh-Ali, tourism 
official says 

TEHRAN — After being halted a year ago, 
water flow will be restored to Cheshmeh-Ali, 

a historical and tourist destination in southern Tehran, INSA 
reported. 

“Water flow to Cheshmeh-Ali will likely to be reestablished 
by June 6 based on the latest talks held between the Cultural 
Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization and the Teh-
ran Urban & Suburban Railway Operation Co.,” said Delavar 
Bozorgnia, the Tehran tourism chief. 

“The flow of Cheshmeh-Ali came to halt after a tunnel was 
drilled along the line six of the subway though after a while a poor 
current was established,” Tehran City Council member Ahmad 
Masjed-Jamei said earlier this month.

During the summertime, Cheshmeh-Ali and its surroundings 
are occupied by hundreds of locals who came for swimming and 
having fun.



What can vitamin D really do for the body? 
According to a new study, great amounts of 
vitamin D may reduce the risks of developing 
breast cancer in women.

Researchers of a new study state that 
there are already many studies stating 
that vitamin D can help reduce the risks 
of developing breast cancer in women. So 
far, however, not many have assessed this 
association across a broad range of vitamin 
D concentrations, especially in concentra-
tions >40 ng/ml. Perhaps this is because 
the current recommendation for healthy 
levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D 
by the National Academy of Medicine is 
just at 20 ng/ml.

To investigate on the relationship between 
different ranges of vitamin D concentra-
tions and breast cancer risk, researchers 
gathered their data from two clinical trials 
and a prospective cohort, which followed a 
total of over 5,000 women for four years. 

 Wide range of serum
The prospective cohort was conducted to 

study the association between breast cancer 
risk in women and a wide range of serum 
25(OH)D concentrations, which is the pri-
mary form of vitamin D in the bloodstream. 
25(OH) D concentrations ranged from <20 
ng/ml to >60 ng/mg.

The average age of the participants is 
63 years old, with none of them below 55 
years old and none of them with breast 
cancer at the time of enrollment. The data 

was collected between the years of 2002 
and 2017, and vitamin D levels in the blood 
were measured with every visit.

Amazingly, researchers found that the 
women with 25(OH)D concentrations greater 
than 60 ng/ml had just one-fifth the breast 

cancer risks of the women who had 20 ng/
ml of 25(OH)D or less.

 Prevention of breast cancer
“Increasing vitamin D blood levels 

substantially above 20 ng/ml appears to 
be important for the prevention of breast 
cancer,” said Sharon Mcdonnell, first author 
of the study.

To reach such beneficial levels, however, 
a person may have to take 4,000 to 6,000 
international units or IU of dietary supple-
ments every day, perhaps less if they have 
ample sun exposure.

So far, dietary supplement recommen-
dations are much lower. Infants are recom-
mended to take just 400 IU of Vitamin D3 
daily, while people from age 1 up to 70 are 
recommended to take 600 IU. 

At most, people over 70 years old are 
recommended to take 800 IU. Evidently, 
the matter of proper and healthy minimum 
vitamin D recommendation is still hotly 
debated.

That said, the study only revealed results 
for postmenopausal breast cancer, and all 
the women in the study were white women. 
In this regard, further research is needed 
if the benefits of vitamin D is the same for 
premenopausal breast cancer, and for the 
women of different ethnic backgrounds. 
Still, researchers believe that the results 
of their research show a strong link between 
vitamin D and reduced breast cancer risk.

(Source: Tech Times)
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Mars will look brighter in the night sky over 
the next six weeks than it has appeared in 
15 years.

That’s because the Red Planet will be at its 
closest point to Earth since 2003 throughout 
June and July, as our planet passes between 
Mars and the sun.

On July 31, when Mars will be at its bright-
est, it will be 35.8 million miles away from 
Earth, according to The Weather Channel.

Mars will be easily visible to the naked 
eye throughout July, outshining all but the 
brightest stars as it gets to its closest point.

The reason for this is a phenomenon called 
perihelic opposition. In simple terms, oppo-
sition is when Earth passes directly between 
Mars and the Sun. Last month, Jupiter was 
in opposition to our planet, swinging within 
409 million miles of Earth.

Mars opposition happens every two years 
or so – the last one came in May 2016. But 
this year is special because within a few weeks 
of the opposition, the red planet will also 
hit its closest point to the Sun in its orbit, a 
point called the perihelion.

 Bringing two planets closer
Perihelic opposition occurs only once 

every 15 to 17 years, when Earth’s and Mars’ 
orbits align to bring the two planets close 
together, according to NASA.

But while Mars may look bright and 

beautiful from your backyard, the reality 
on the planet is much less friendly.

A dust storm is currently walloping Mars, 
covering around 10 billion acres of the Red 
Planet’s surface. That’s an area equivalent to 
the size of North America and Russia, and 
it takes up a quarter of Mars’ surface area.

The “storm is one of the most intense 
ever observed on the Red Planet,” NASA 
said in a press release.

NASA put its solar-powered Opportunity 
rover in sleep mode to ride out the storm, but 
its unclear whether the aging rover will be 
able to function again after the storm ends.

The image below shows a series of pictures 
that NASA simulated from the perspective 
of the Opportunity rover.

They give a sense of what the sun and 
sky have looked like from Mars’ surface – at 
the brightest time of the day – as the storm 
has worsened. In the far-right picture, the 
sun is entirely blotted out to Opportunity.

NASA’s newer Curiosity rover runs on 
nuclear power and is located in an area of 
Mars that has been less affected by the dust 
storm, so it seems to be doing fine.

This animation shows the dust storm 
spreading (it’s that orangeish blob), with the 
locations of the Opportunity and Curiosity 
rovers labelled.

(Source: sciencealert.com)

Mars is about to come closer to Earth 
than it has in the past 15 years

Though mostly rooted in the ground, plants 
have a number of innovative ways to disperse 
their seeds and get on with the business of 
propagation. They drop seeds or release them 
to the wind. Or they fling seeds with a dra-
matic mechanical detonation. Or they rely 
on seed transport by water or hitching a ride 
on a traveling animal (including humans).

“Seed dispersal is an essential, yet over-
looked process of plant demography,” says 
Utah State University ecologist Noelle Beck-
man. “But it’s difficult to empirically observe, 
measure and assess its full influence.”

To that end, Beckman, with colleagues 
James Bullock of the United Kingdom’s 
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology and Rob 
Salguero-Gómez of the University of Oxford, 
used the massive COMPADRE Plant Matrix 
Database, an online repository containing 
demographic information about thousands 
of plant species throughout the world, to ana-
lyze hundreds of disparate datasets of plant 
life-history strategies.

The team reports their findings in the June 
18, 2018, issue of the Journal of Ecology. Their 
paper is part of a special British Ecological 
Society cross-journal feature that provides 
an overview of forces and mechanisms pro-
ducing worldwide plant and animal diversity. 
Their research was supported by the National 
Science Foundation, the Center for Ecology & 

Hydrology, the Australian Research Council 
and the UK’s Natural Environment Research 
Council.

 Plants disperse seeds
“Our analyses revealed plant life-history 

strategies are largely explained by growth, 
survival and reproduction, and by how far 
plants disperse their seeds,” says Beckman, 
assistant professor in USU’s Department of 
Biology and the USU Ecology Center.”

The scientists found dispersal ability is 
related to fast life histories with maximum 
dispersal distances positively related to high 
reproductive rates, a long window of repro-
duction and a low likelihood of escaping 
senescence or growing old.

The “faster the life history, the farther dis-
tances seeds are dispersed,” Beckman says. 
“This may allow the species to take advantage 
of environments that vary unpredictably.”

Dispersal, she says, is a central process 
in ecology and evolution.

“Movement of individual plants affects 
genetic diversity and species’ capacity for adap-
tation,” Beckman says. “Global changes, such 
as climate change or landscape fragmentation, 
that disrupt dispersal have consequences. 
With analytical tools, we can examine these 
consequences on plant performance, spatial 
patterns, population spread and biodiversity.”

(Source: phys.org)

Ecologists say dispersal ability 
linked to plants’ life cycles

Higher vitamin D levels linked to reduced 
breast cancer risks, new study finds

Scientists find plant 
that causes third-degree 
burns, blindness 
Giant Hogweed, an invasive plant that can cause third-degree 
burns and permanent blindness, has been found in Virginia, ac-
cording to researchers at the Massey Herbarium at Virginia Tech.

So far, there has been just one confirmed sighting of Giant 
Hogweed — in Clarke County, Virginia, but the dangerous plant 
also grows in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Oregon, 
Washington, Michigan, Virginia, Vermont, New Hampshire and 
Maine, according to CBS.

Experts are currently investigating potential sightings in other 
parts of the state. Contact with the plant’s sap, in combination 
with sun exposure, can lead to those extreme conditions.

Not only can the plant’s sap cause painful blisters, but if it 
gets in contact with your eyes, there is the potential for blind-
ness, according to the New York Department of Environmental 
Conservation.

The plant, which is in the carrot family, can not only pose a 
threat to your skin, but it can also impact the environment. It can 
grow up to 14 feet, deeply shading areas and inhibiting growth 
of native species.

The plant’s hollow stems are generally two to four inches in 
diameter, with dark purple and red raised spots and bristle-like 
hairs. The umbrella-shaped white floral blooms grow up to two 
and a half feet wide.

The plant can easily be mistaken for other harmless plants, 
such as Queen Anne’s Lace and Cow Parsnip.

If you come across this plant, you can report sightings of an 
invasive species here.

Virginia residents are warned not use a weed-whacker to 
remove the plant. This will cause the plant’s sap to splatter and 
spread quickly.  Eradication should be done by physical removal 
or using herbicides such as glyphosate or triclopyr.

(Source: WHNT News)

How did a chlorine gas cloud 
form over a public pool?
Under nearly all circumstances, the chlorine that’s added to pools 
and even drinking water to kill bacteria is safe. But in its gas form, 
chlorine is very poisonous — it was used as a chemical weapon 
in World War I — said Dr. Diane Calello, the medical director 
of the New Jersey Poison Control Center at Rutgers New Jersey 
Medical School. 

Chlorine is added to pools in a powder or liquid form — not 
as a gas — and by itself, it typically can’t form gas clouds unless 
there’s an incredible amount of it, Calello said. However, chlo-
rine can easily form a gas when mixed with certain chemicals, 
especially acidic ones.  

Those chemicals can include hydrochloric acid, ammonia 
and a few other household substances, Calello told Live Science. 
“They’re not hard to find.” (Ammonia is not acidic but can still 
form chlorine gas when mixed with chlorine.)

In the San Jose case, it appears that a contractor working 
on the pool’s upkeep poured a chemical into the wrong spot in 
the pump room, The Mercury News reported. This resulted in 
a high-concentration mixture of hydrochloric acid (comprised 
of chlorine and hydrogen) and chlorine in the pool. Officials 
found that the chlorine level was over 15 times higher than the 
allowable limit, The Mercury News said.

And though instances like this don’t cause damage on par with 
that you’d see from chemical weapons, they “can still (cause) lung 
injury that lands people in the hospital for a few days,” Calello 
said. In particular, people exposed to chlorine gas develop res-
piratory problems, “because they have burns in their airway,” 
she said. When you inhale chlorine, it combines with water in 
your lungs and forms hydrochloric acid, which can burn the 
airway, she added.

(Source: Live Science)

Marijuana could be the 
solution to eczema problems: 
new study
The never-ending itch, but the burning pain when you actually 
scratch - only eczema sufferers will know this absolute torture.

Now, new research suggest that there could be a better solu-
tion to your itchy problems - and it’s our old friend marijuana.

Smoking it (probably) won’t make any difference - sorry to 
disappoint - but when applied as a lotion or an ointment it could 
well take away the itch.

The research has come from the National Eczema Association 
(NEA), who sound like the sort of people who’d know a thing or 
two about the condition.

There are also dermatologists across the U.S. who have pro-
duced research supporting the method.

Cannabinoids have anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory 
purposes, which bind to receptors in the skin when you apply a 
topical lotion, and can reduce itching and redness.

It can also help to control the bacteria that causes the itchy 
skin condition.

Although it’s not exactly regularly prescribed at the minute, 
it’s been claimed that medical cannabis can reduce nausea and 
vomiting during chemo, improve chronic pain, and even possibly 
reduce PTSD.

The lotions go by a few different names that you might recog-
nize - weed cream, THC lotion, CBD salve, but they’re effectively 
all the same thing.

Dermatologists reckon it’s a good alternative for treating at-
opic dermatitis (AD), which is the most common type of eczema.

There’s not much research into the long-term effects of the 
treatment, mostly because it’s not well regulated yet.

(Source: LADbible)

“Increasing vitamin D blood levels 
substantially above 20 ng/ml appears to 

be important for the prevention of breast 
cancer,” says Sharon Mcdonnell, first 

author of the study.

Maskan Investment Bank to release 92bn T worth of housing-loan bonds

AIC Ranked 1st in Appropriate Dissemination of Information in Country

Maskan Investment Bank has recently 
published the first corporate financing 
bonds in the current Iranian calendar year 
in 1397 (started March 21, 218), the Public 
Relations Dept. of the bank reported. 

All these bonds have been sold in early 
periods, the report added. 

Maskan Investment Bank is the first 
active unit, tasked with financing hous-
ing, urban development and transporta-
tion industry, which started its activity 

in 2015 as one of the affiliated units to 
Bank Maskan. 

The main mission of the company is to 
finance housing and urban development 
projects as well as road and transporta-
tion, the report added.

In the course of its activity, the com-
pany embarked on managing land and 
housing funds. Accordingly, the bank has 
managed to use a part of its capitals to 
finance implementation of residential 

construction projects.
Release of leasing bonds of SABA NAFT 

Engineering and Construction Compa-
ny is the first corporate financing in the 
current year which was recently put into 
operation by Maskan Investment Bank. 

Total value of these bonds stands at 92 
billion tomans which has been published 
at 15 percent interest rate. 

The interest rate is so attractive that, 
according to Financial and Consultation 

Services Manager of Maskan Investment 
Bank Kaveh Delsouz, all the mentioned 
bonds were sold immediately at Iran Fara 
Bourse (Over-the-Counter, OTC).

As proficient consultant and adviser, 
Maskan Investment Bank has committed 
to subscribe stocks and portfolio of the 
mentioned bonds, so that interest of these 
bonds will be paid to shoppers of these 
bonds once every three months, the Public 
Relations Dept. of the bank concluded. 

ASIA Insurance Company (AIC) stood 
at the first rank in terms of quality of 
disclosure and appropriate dissemination 
of information, the Public Relations Dept. 
of the company reported. 

Given the above issue, Asia Insurance 
Company managed to win the first rank 
among stock and insurance companies 
in terms of the quality of disclosure and 
suitable information dissemination of the 
Securities and Exchange Organization 
(SEO). 

As the largest private insurance 
company in the country, ASIA Insurance 
Company managed to win the first rank in 
the group of country’s top 100 insurance 
institutions for fourth consecutive year 
according to the ranking of companies 
accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange 
(TSE) in terms of quality of disclosure 
and suitable information services in the 
past Iranian calendar year in 1396 (ended 
March 20, 2018).

According to the announcement of 

Securities and Exchange Organization 
(SEO), score of information services of 
publishers has been calculated according to 
the situation of their information services 
in terms of on-time sending of information. 

The rate of fluctuations and changes 
in the dispatched predictions and also 
the differences between the predicted 
amounts and actual audited performance 
are the main criteria for reliability in these 
calculations, the Public Relations Dept. 
of the company concluded.  



Every action has a 
reaction. We have 
one planet; one 
chance.
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Women who wake up early as they get 
older are less likely to develop depression 
than those who love a lie-in, according 
to research.

Scientists say exposure to daylight 
affects a person’s risk of becoming de-
pressed, and women who wake up early 
have a 12 to 27 percent lower chance.

A study of more than 32,000 women 
with an average age of 55 found those 
who describe themselves as evening or 
intermediate types are more likely to end 
up with the mental illness. 

It is not a curse, however, and the sci-
entists say people who like to sleep late 
can help reduce their risk by getting up 
earlier and seeing more daylight.

The research also found night owls 
are less likely to be married and more 
likely to live alone, be smokers, and have 
erratic sleep patterns – all of which could 
increase depression risk.

But the link between sleeping prefer-
ence and depression still remains even 
when those factors are accounted for. 

The research was done by scientists 
at the University of Colorado Boulder, 
and Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 
Boston.

It is the largest ever study of its kind and 
studied the effect of a woman’s chronotype 
– what times a person prefers to sleep 
and wake up – on her risk of depression.

Researchers claim chronotype affects 
depression risk even when exposure to 
daylight and working schedules are taken 
out of the equation.

 Depression thought to affect 
one in ten people 

‘There might be an effect of chrono-
type on depression risk that is not driven 
by environmental and lifestyle factors,’ 
said lead study author and director of 
the university’s sleep lab, Céline Vetter.

Depression is a fairly common mental 
health problem which can affect anyone 
at any age.

Around one in ten people are thought 
to experience it at some point in their life, 
and it can cause people to feel upset and to 

lose interest in things they used to enjoy. 
While people with the condition may 

feel despair, there are therapies which 
can help to treat it, including medication 
and counselling. 

 People can turn themselves 
into early risers 

Whether someone is an early bird, in-
termediate type or a night owl is partly 
determined by genetics, but late risers 
are not doomed, the scientists say.  

‘When and how much light you get 
also influences chronotype, and light ex-
posure also influences depression risk,’ 
Dr Vetter added.  

‘Yes, chronotype is relevant when it 
comes to depression but it is a small effect.  
Being an early type seems too beneficial, 
and you can influence how early you are.’

She adds trying to get enough sleep, 
exercise, spending time outdoors, dim-
ming the lights at night, and getting as 
much daylight as possible are all helpful.

 How the research was done
The researchers studied 32,470 female 

nurses from the Nurses’ Health Study, 
which asks participants to fill out health 
surveys every two years.

At the beginning none of the partici-
pants had depression.

The women were asked to describe 
their own chronotype, and 37 per cent 
described themselves as early types, 53 
per cent were intermediate types, and 10 
per cent were evening types.

Known risk factors for depression 
including body weight, physical activi-
ty, chronic disease, sleep duration, and 
night shift work were also considered.

Even when lifestyle factors were ac-
counted for, early risers still had a 12 to 
27 per cent lower risk of being depressed 
than intermediate types.

Late types had a six per cent higher 
risk than intermediate types, but that in-
crease was not considered big enough to 
be important.  

The findings were published in the 
Journal of Psychiatric Research.

(Source: dailymail.co.uk)

Women who wake up early are less likely to get depressed than late risers, claim scientists

A California restaurant chain accused of kicking out cus-
tomers because they were Muslim offered free drinks 
for the end of Ramazan and undergo diversity training, 
campaigners said.

The Urth Caffe branch in Laguna Beach was sued by 
seven women who alleged they were removed in April 2016 
because they were wearing hijabs, according to the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).

“My friends and I took this stand to see change and ensure 
that any type of discriminatory conduct is never accepted 
or tolerated,” Sara Farsakh, one of the plaintiffs, said in a 
statement from the ACLU.

“I’m glad this has led to a positive result and I’m hopeful 
what happened to us will not be repeated again.”

The group of friends, six of whom were wearing head-
scarves, say they were enjoying coffee and dessert when the 
manager told them to leave because they were violating the 
45-minute peak-time seating limit.

The women pointed to numerous empty tables and a 
nearby group, none of whom were wearing hijabs, who had 
not been asked to leave despite being seated longer.

The friends questioned their treatment and the restaurant 

called the police, who told the women they would have to go.
“Today’s agreement demonstrates that rising hostility 

towards Muslims across the country is not inevitable,” said 
Mohammad Tajsar, staff attorney at the ACLU’s Southern 
California branch.

“People of good conscience — like the women who brought 
this action — continue to successfully fight Islamophobia 
in all its forms, whether perpetrated by the government or 
by private businesses in our backyards.”

The Urth Caffe has agreed to ensure its seating policy is 
applied consistently and to include in its employee hand-
book a requirement that customer diversity be respected.

The chain also served free drinks and desserts on June 
16 in Laguna Beach, a two-hour drive south of Los Angeles, 
to mark Eid-ul-Fitr, a hugely significant date marking the 
end of the Muslim fasting month of Ramazan.

It conducted diversity training for all area supervisors, 
who went back to the company’s seven southern California 
branches with what they had learned.

The owner of the Laguna Beach branch, Shallom Berk-
man, was not immediately available for comment but denied 
discriminating against the women at the time, pointing out 
that his wife was Muslim.

The restaurant continues to reject claims of wrongdoing 
and had even filed a counter-suit against the women before 
the settlement, claiming they disrupted business.

(Source: Geo News)

U.S. restaurant chain in hijab row orders diversity training

Globally, countries are losing $160 trillion 
in wealth because of differences in lifetime 
earnings between women and men. This 
amounts to an average of $23,620 for 
each person in the 141 countries studied 
by the World Bank Group in a new report 
released recently.

The study, Unrealized Potential: The 
High Cost of Gender Inequality in Earn-
ings, examines the economic cost of gender 
inequality in lost human capital. It came 
before the meeting of the G7, headed by 
Canada, which committed to ensuring gender 
equality and women’s empowerment are 
integrated across all G7 themes, activities 
and initiatives during its presidency.

“The world is essentially leaving $160 
trillion on the table when we neglect ine-
quality in earnings over the lifetime between 
men and women,” said World Bank CEO 
Kristalina Georgieva. “This is a stark re-
minder that world leaders need to act now 
and act decisively to invest in policies that 
promote more and better jobs for women 
and equal pay at work.”

In nearly every country today, women face 
barriers to fully participate in the work force 
and earn as much as men. Because of this, 
women account for only 38 percent of their 
country’s human capital wealth, defined as 
the value of the future earnings of their adult 
citizens—versus 62 percent for men. In low 
income and lower-middle income countries, 
women account for just a third or less of 
human capital wealth.

Programs and policies that make it easier 
for women to get to work, access basic infra-
structure and financial services, and control 
land could help achieve gender equality in 
earnings, the report says.

“Human capital wealth accounts for 
two thirds of the global changing wealth 
of nations, well ahead of natural and other 
forms of capital,” said World Bank Group 
Lead Economist and author of the report 
Quentin Wodon. “Because women earn less 
than men, human capital wealth worldwide 
is about 20 percent lower than it could be.”

The losses in wealth from inequality in 
earnings between men and women vary by 

region. The largest losses—each between 
$40 trillion and $50 trillion—are observed 
in East Asia and the Pacific, North America, 
and Europe and Central Asia. This is because 
these regions account for most of the world’s 
human capital wealth. Losses in other regions 
are also substantial. In South Asia, losses 
from gender inequality are estimated at $9.1 
trillion, while they are estimated at $6.7 tril-
lion in Latin America and the Caribbean and 
$3.1 trillion in the Middle East and North 
Africa. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the losses are 
estimated at $2.5 trillion. While losses in 
low income countries are smaller in absolute 
terms than in other regions, as a share of 
the initial endowment in human capital, the 
losses are larger than for the world.

The study is part of a broader research 
program at the World Bank that benefits from 
support from government of Canada, the 
Children’s Investment Fund Foundation, 
and the Global Partnership for Education. 
The issue of gender equality in earnings is 
fundamental and it requires interventions 
across the lifecycle. Future work will consider 

other economic costs related to gender in-
equality, including those related to fertility 
and population growth.

“There are estimates showing the costs 
and benefits of gender equality to key eco-
nomic sectors and economic growth,” said 
World Bank Group Senior Director for Gender 
Caren Grown.  “By focusing on wealth, this 
study is a unique addition to that literature 
since wealth, and especially human capital, 
is the assets base that enables countries to 
generate future income.”

(Source: worldbank.org)

Globally, countries lose $160 trillion in wealth due to earnings gaps 
between women and men

TEHRAN — Women make up 9 percent 
of managers in business and service 

workshops, statistics released by the Statistical Center 
of Iran in the calendar year 1394 (March 2015- March 
2016) shows.
Female managers enjoy the maximum share of 50 percent in 
training workshops, the center said, the Mehr news agency 
reported.

It also added that women account for 56 percent of em-
ployees in health workshops, enjoying the highest share in 
business and service workshops.

The minimum share for women, 1 percent, is in workshops 
active in fixing motor vehicles.

According to the statistics, men occupied about 83 
percent of jobs in business and service sectors and women 
17 percent. 

Women make up 9% of managers in busi-
ness workshops

Tehran University to host 
national congress on social 
vulnerabilities 

TEHRAN — The University of Tehran will 
play host to the third national congress on 

social vulnerabilities on June 20-21.
The two-day congress aims at studying the vulnerabilities, 

opportunities and strategies which lead to a decrease and balance 
in vulnerabilities.

The congress pivots on the current situation, theoretical ethnic 
achievements and policies as well as strategies for prevention 
and control of social vulnerabilities.

Iranian Sociological Association and the Center for Women’s 
Studies affiliated to the University of Tehran, will jointly hold 
the congress.

Fresh apricot cobbler

“When I was growing up, we had fruit trees and every year we 
had to come up with things to do with the extra fruit. This cobbler 
became one of my favorites.”

 Ingredients:

1 cup water
3/4 cup white sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/8 teaspoon ground nutmeg
6 cups halved fresh apricots
1 tablespoon butter
Topping:
2 cups all-purpose flour
1/4 cup white sugar
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
7 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons white sugar
1 1/2 cups milk

 Directions:
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C).
Bring water, 3/4 cup sugar, cornstarch, cinnamon, and 

nutmeg to a boil; stir until thickened, about 1 minutes. 
Reduce heat to medium and add apricots and 1 tablespoon 
butter. Simmer until heated through, about 5 minutes. 
Transfer mixture to a 9x13-inch baking dish.

Combine flour, 1/4 cup sugar, baking powder, and salt 
in a large bowl. Cut 7 tablespoons butter into flour mixture 
until mixture resembles a coarse crumb. Stir milk into 
crumbles until topping is just moistened. Spoon topping 
over apricot mixture. Sprinkle remaining 2 tablespoons 
sugar over topping.

Bake in the preheated oven until golden brown, 30 to 
35 minutes.

What Do I Wear? 
A: Honey come on! We are going to be late! Honestly, you take 
longer getting ready than I do!
B: I was drying my hair and ironing my shirt! Can you come here 
for a sec? I need your help.
A: What is it? Why are all these clothes on the bed?
B: I don’t know what to wear! Ok, give me your opinion. Do you 
like the way this looks? The striped short sleeved shirt with 
this checkered sweater and my lucky sandals. I like the cut 
and hemlineof these shorts so I think I’ll wear these as well.
A: Are you joking? What am I going to do with you? We are going 
to a dinner party not the beach! Wear the shirt with the silk 
tie I bought you and these corduroy pants. It’s chilly outside 
so you can wear this coat.
B: Thanks honey! You have such great fashion sense. Now, 
what am I going to do with my hair?

 Key vocabulary
striped: having stripes or bands of color
checkered: a pattern with alternating squares
sandal:  a type of footwear with open toes
cut: the shape and style of a piece of clothing
hemline: the line formed by the lower edge of clothing
dinner party: an event where you eat at a friend›s house
corduroy: a ribbed cotton clothing material
chilly: hilly weather or places are cold enough to make you feel 
uncomfortable
fashion sense: an idea for what clothing looks good

 Supplementary vocabulary
sneakers: casual tennis shoes
polka dot: a fabric pattern with many circles
denim: a type of fabric used to make jeans
out of fashion: used to describe something that is no longer popular
tailor: a person who makes clothes, adjusts the fit

(Source: irlanguage.com)
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TEHRAN — Provin-
cial governors are 

duty-bound to release reports about 
appointing women to managerial posts, 
Masoumeh Ebtekar, the vice president 
for women and family affairs, has said.

Ebtekar said it is the strategy of the 
government to allocate 30 percent of 
managerial posts to competent women, 
Mehr reported last week 

Fortunately, good achievements have 
been made in appointing women to top 
jobs to the extent that during the recent 
months a number of 12 women has been 
named as either deputy ministers or 
managers equal to the position of deputy 
minister, the vice president explained.

Currently many qualified and com-
petent female managers are working 
in the administration, she added, sug-
gesting that an opportunity should be 
created for these women to get more 
promotion.

Insisting on the importance of recruit-
ing young managers, the vice president 
said creating a condition for flourishing 
of healthy families will greatly help to 
build a healthy and progressive society.

Today a dynamic economy requires 
a healthy family and that a healthy fam-
ily far from violence and immoralities 
creates a good atmosphere for improve-
ment and progress of the society, she 
concluded.

12
Ebtekar calls on provincial 

governors to release 
report on recruiting 

female managers

Women wearing an American Flag head scarf at an event 
at City Hall for World Hijab Day in New York City on 
January 31, 2017.
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 1   The Houthi movement has been 
running Yemen’s state affairs in the absence 
of an effective administration during the 
past three years.

Despite warning from international or-
ganizations, Saudi Arabia’s Apache attack 
helicopters resumed aerial attacks on schools 
and homes in the Manzar neighborhood 
abutting the airport compound in Hudaydah 
Monday, residents said.

Yehia Tanani said he and his family left 
the neighborhood three days ago and walked 
for 3 km, hiding behind walls and under 
trees to avoid Saudi air raids, before finding 
shelter at a fish farm. Others stayed to care 
for family members and cattle.

“They told us that some humanitarian 
organizations are going to send buses but 
then they said no buses could come in or out. 
So we started walking on foot carrying our 
children, sitting every while for rest while the 
Apaches hovered above us. We were scared 
not knowing if we’d be shot or not,” he said.

“Now we’re in this school, no mattress-
es, no electricity, no water, no bathrooms, 
nothing. And we have children who need 
medicine, need food, need anything, but we 
don’t have anything,” Tanani added, sitting 
on the floor of an empty classroom of a school 

being used to house those displaced by the 
Saudi attacks.

The intensified airstrikes came after the 
Houthi fighters on Sunday dismissed reports 
that Saudi-led forces had seized the airport, 
saying the aggressors were on the retreat 
on all front lines.

Amid the Houthis’ advances, a senior 
UAE official said on Monday the Saudi-led 
coalition against Yemen will take a “calcu-
lated and gradual” approach to the battle.

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Anwar 
Gargash claimed the coalition was taking 
into consideration a “fragile humanitarian 

situation,” avoiding civilian casualties in 
addition to military calculations.

Saudi Arabia and its allies launched the 
war on Yemen in March 2015 to reinstall 
Yemen’s former President Abd Rabbuh Man-
sur Hadi. The Yemeni Ministry of Human 
Rights announced in a statement on March 
25 that the war had left 600,000 civilians 
dead and injured until then.

The war and an accompanying block-
ade have caused famine across Yemen. The 
United Nations says a record 22.2 million 
people are in need of food aid, including 
8.4 million threatened by severe hunger.

The Saudi aggression has also taken a 
heavy toll on the country’s facilities and 
infrastructure, destroying many hospitals, 
schools, and factories.

Since 2016, the impoverished nation has 
also been grappling with a deadly cholera 
outbreak, which has already killed thou-
sands of people.

Several Western countries, the U.S. and 
the UK in particular, are accused of being 
complicit in the aggression as they supply 
the Riyadh regime with advanced weapons 
and military equipment as well as logistical 
and intelligence assistance.

(Source: agencies)

We need to reclaim UN’s 
radical vision in Yemen

 1  There is indeed a simple explanation as to why 
the U.S. and UK blocked the UN Security Council resolu-
tion that would have called on coalition forces - which are 
being led by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates 
- to immediately implement a ceasefire due to mounting 
fears that if the coalition takes control of Hodeidah, the 
majority of Yemenis will be cut off from humanitarian 
assistance:

Much to the dismay of the neoliberal establishment in the West, 
both the U.S. and UK are complicit in the ongoing Saudi-Emi-
rati attacks - who are largely dependent on American weapons, 
intelligence and logistical support - not just in Hodeidah but 
across the whole country.

This only suggests one thing. The attack is a sign that the 
U.S. and UK are allowing allies like Saudi Arabia and the UAE 
to drive their illicit policy decisions in Yemen and elsewhere in 
the region. Those who believe that this offensive will bring the 
Ansarullah resistance movement (Houthis) to the negotiating 
table are living in a fantasyland. It didn’t happen after more than 
three years and it won’t happen now.

It is past time for the U.S. and the UK governments, therefore, 
to immediately disclose the full extent of their military roles 
in the Saudi-led war, including the use of special operations 
forces, disclose any role that they are currently performing 
in Hodeidah, have been asked to perform, or are considering 
performing, and issue a public declaration opposing this as-
sault and restating their positions to Saudi Arabia and oth-
er parties to the conflict. They should accept an immediate 
ceasefire and move toward a political settlement to resolve 
the Saudi-imposed conflict.

They should also drop the idea altogether that this is a proxy 
war between Iran and Saudi Arabia. It’s not. As maintained by 
Ansarullah leaders, Iran hasn’t dispatched even one single soldier 
to Yemen to fight the Saudis. The Yemenis have what it takes to 
defend themselves. They don’t need outside help – unlike the 
Saudis and the Emiratis.

It is also high time for the UN to continue to push for 
international action to stop the fighting and resurrect its 
vision for achieving Article 25. The Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights is one of the most translated and celebrated 
documents in the world, but relatively few people are aware 
of the significance of its 25th Article, which proclaims the 
right of everyone to an adequate standard of living - in-
cluding food, housing, healthcare, social services and basic 
financial security.

The UN should reclaim its radical vision of Yemen war and 
hold to account the U.S. and UK governments for their farcical, 
ephemeral and unreliable diplomacy, for selling arms to the Saudis 
and the Emiratis, and for supporting the unjustified war against 
the poorest country in the Arab world. They should be held to 
account for persistently rejecting the idea that “economic and 
social rights to freedom and self-determination are full-fledged 
human rights in Yemen.”

To be sure, the Universal Declaration can and should form a 
binding customary international law, laying out a value-based 
framework that can be used to exert moral pressure on the Sau-
di-UAE governments who violate its articles in Yemen. Pressure 
should be exerted on these regimes to live up to their international 
obligations and commitments, and to adapt their behavior in line 
with the Declaration’s requirements. Many lives will be saved in 
Hodeidah if this concerted action is taken by the international 
community.

America’s strength: 
Teaching international 
military students

 8  On the other hand, international military students 
do not wait until they become mature decision-makers and in 
a position where they can impose changes. These professionals 
are not changing agents as soon as they arrive at their home 
countries. They have to possess self-discipline and strategic pa-
tience to wait the right moment and the correct timing when then 
can influence decisions to employ those ethical perspectives and 
impose changes that would improve their countries’ militaries. 

 Advancing the thought process
Meanwhile, they can succeed in the complicated business of 

ethical thinking by knowing how to balance between employing 
ethics theories and entrenched unethical organizational culture 
at hand. This requires some level of self-awareness to know the 
nature of the decision and understand the values and perspec-
tives of their respective organizations to advance the thought 
process they acquired and employ them for decisions and their 
justifications.

Generally, the results of inviting international military students 
to the United States to study are more favorable than unfavorable. 
This significant investment of time and treasure by the United 
States has high returns. These revenues can be seen in the yearly 
induction ceremony to the Command and General Staff College 
“Hall of Fame” of those leaders who have reached high positions 
in their relative countries. These military professionals were able 
to advance within their organizations and their country, morality 
and ethics learned in their education in United States institutions. 
Besides, the unintended adverse consequences of international 
military students’ actions and decisions once they return to their 
home countries are merely foreseen. These consequences are, 
using the “virtuous consequentialism” theory, permissible be-
cause the intent (military education) is undertaken for the sake 
of good effects (advancing ethics).

Because military professionals face ethical decisions on daily 
bases, therefore, studying ethics should happen before this 
occurs. These decision makers need to know what influence 
each perspective and how to employ different ethics theories 
to justify their decisions. The consequences of these ethical 
decisions can be made somewhat slighter by identifying when 
and which perspectives are the most important to consider 
for the question at hand. Teaching these theories aims to help 
international military professionals to acquire moral standards 
that regulate their right and wrong conduct. The practical and 
moral considerations behind international military students 
studying in the United States seem in most of the established 
theories and philosophies of ethics supporting the act of expec-
tations for career officers. Thus, educating them in the fields 
of values, ethics, morality and virtues involving concepts of 
right and wrong behavior is a high-value low-cost investment. 
With that being said, both the hosting and the hosted countries 
military leadership should continue these education programs 
that advance the military profession.

(Source: nationalinterest.com)

UN expresses ‘grave worry’ over 
Saudi-UAE operation in Hudaydah 

Israel strikes targets in Gaza
As people around the world are busy 
watching Russia World Cup games, 

Israel and its supporters hike crimes against humanity. 
Israeli forces continue slaughtering Palestinians in Gaza, 

U.S. forces attack innocent civilians and Syria army, and  
Saudi-led coalition carrying out new attacks on Yemenis  
in Hudaydah.

 Israel strikes targets in Gaza
Israeli jets have struck nine targets in Gaza. The attacks, 

which came early on Monday, were accompanied by sirens 
sounding in Israeli areas near the Gaza Strip at daybreak.

It was not immediately clear what was struck or whether 
there were casualties.

In recent weeks, Palestinians have been attaching oil-
soaked rags to kites and flying them over the Gaza border 
fence to start fires in Israeli territory.

Israel had been using drones to intercept the kites, but 
Palestinians have had some success in bringing down the 
drones.

Meanwhile, Israel military forces have shot and killed 
a young Palestinian man in the besieged Gaza Strip during 
an anti-occupation protest along the border separating 
the blockaded enclave and the Israeli-occupied territories.

The Gaza Ministry of Health identified the victim as Sabri 
Ahmad Abu Khadir, 24, adding that he succumbed to his 
severe wounds at al-Shifa Hospital at Monday noon, a few 
hours after the Israeli forces directly opened fire on him 
in the eastern borders of Gaza City.

According to Palestinian Ma’an News Agency, the victim 
was among a group of young protesters who had arrived on 
Monday morning at the “return camps” along the eastern 
Gaza border to hold their demonstration as part of the 
“Great March of Return” before Israeli troops deployed 
at the border opened live fire at them.

 UN chief to release report on Gaza after 
U.S. obstructionism

UN chief Antonio Guterres will release a document 
that denounces Israel’s killing of Palestinian protesters 
in the Gaza Strip and criticizes Israeli officials for making 
“provocative and inflammatory statements.”

The document, which has yet to be made public, also 
warns that Gaza is on the brink of another war with Israel, 
according to Israel’s Channel 10 news, which obtained a 
copy of Guterres’s report.

The document was mandated by UN Security Council 
Resolution 2334, passed in December 2016, which focused 
mainly on calling for an immediate halt to all Israeli settle-
ment construction in the West Bank and East Jerusalem 
al-Quds.

Guterres’s document, however, deals mainly with con-
cerns over Gaza, especially the Israeli killing of protesters 
along the fence between the coastal sliver of land and the 
occupied territories.

At least 131 Palestinians have been killed and 13,900 
others wounded by Israeli forces since March 30, when 
the regime ordered a crackdown on weekly Gaza rallies 
promoting Palestinians’ right to return to their homeland.

“Israel has a responsibility to exercise maximum restraint 
in the use of live fire, and to not use lethal force, except as 
a last resort against imminent threat of death or serious 
injury,” the document read.

The UN chief also urged the Tel Aviv regime to “respect 
of international humanitarian law.”

“The killing of children, as well as of clearly identified 
journalists and medical staffers by security forces during 
a demonstration are particularly unacceptable,” the doc-
ument added.

Guterres’s document also censures Israeli attempts to 
justify the killing of civilians and describing all demon-
strators as Hamas members, as claimed by the regime’s 
foreign minister Avigdor Lieberman.

“Israeli officials also made provocative and inflammatory 
statements. In a radio interview, a senior Israeli minister 
…falsely asserted that all Palestinians are affiliated with 
Hamas, and thus by extension legitimate targets,” it said.

This “signaled a permissive Israeli policy towards the 
use of live fire against protesters and contributed to the 
tragedy we have witnessed over the past 11 weeks,” the 
report added.

The UN General Assembly adopted a resolution 

condemning Israel for Palestinian civilian deaths in 
the besieged Gaza Strip on June 13. An amendment 
presented by Washington slamming Hamas for “in-
citing violence” in Gaza failed to gain the two-thirds 
majority it required.

The Gaza clashes reached their peak on May 14, the eve 
of the 70th anniversary of the Nakba Day (the Day of Ca-
tastrophe), which coincided this year with the U.S. embassy 
relocation from Tel Aviv to occupied Jerusalem al-Quds.

According to the Israeli news report, Guterres’s document 
was circulated to the 15 members of the Security Council 
after France pressed the secretary general to release his 
conclusions, after U.S. Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley 
fought to delay it for 17 months.

It is not clear when the report, which will be updated 
every few months, will be released.

UN spokesman Stephane Dujaric confirmed to the 
Times of Israel that Guterres’s report as requested by 
resolution 2334 is due to be presented to the Securi-
ty Council this week.  

Guterres also expressed concern about the economic crisis 
in the Gaza Strip, which suffers from a lack of electricity, 
drinkable water and food, criticizing Palestinian Authority 
President Mahmoud Abbas for cutting off salaries in the 
besieged enclave.

The West Bank-based Fatah party headed by Abbas 
and the Gaza-based Hamas have been at odds ever since 
the latter scored a landslide victory in Palestinian parlia-
mentary elections in 2006.

In October 2017, Hamas and Fatah inked a reconciliation 
deal in Cairo to put an end to their decade-long rivalry, 
but tensions between the two factions continued to rise.

The Gaza Strip has been under an Israeli siege since June 
2007. The blockade has caused a decline in the standards 
of living as well as unprecedented levels of unemployment 
and unrelenting poverty.

The Israeli regime denies about 1.8 million people in 
Gaza their basic rights, such as freedom of movement, 
jobs with proper wages as well as adequate healthcare 
and education.

Forget Brexit or a looming trans-Atlantic 
trade war. The diplomatic spat last week 
among Italy, Malta and France over who 
should take responsibility for some 630 
people rescued at sea shows that the biggest 
challenge Europe faces today is migration. 
It’s not about the hundreds of thousands of 
people who arrived across the Mediterra-
nean in recent years – many in perilous sea 
crossings like those aboard the rescue ship 
Aquarius recently – seeking better or safer 
lives. Turkey has welcomed more. Tiny Leb-
anon and struggling Jordan handle almost 
2 million refugees between them.

The crisis threatening the very existence 
of the European Union is the enemy within: 
the inability of the 28 states that make up 
the world’s biggest trading bloc to manage 
those migrant arrivals collectively.

Asylum reform is stranded on the rocks 
of national interests. The questions of who 
should take responsibility for those arriv-
ing – and whether there should be a quota 
system for European countries to share 
refugees – are fiercely disputed.

Long-suffering EU nations like Italy and 
Greece, where most sea migrants enter, feel 
abandoned by other EU nations.

In response, some European countries have 
deployed troops, erected border fences or tem-
porarily reintroduced ID checks, undermining 
Europe’s wide-ranging passport-free travel 
area. Others have welcomed the migrants in.

Those acting alone have mostly angered 
their neighbors by passing the problem on.

Mutual trust between nations in the bloc 
has evaporated and anti-migrant parties 
have exploited the chaos, winning votes as 
they foment fear of foreigners.

“As long as we keep refusing the idea 
that we have a collective problem that can 
only be tackled with collective solutions – as 

long as we don’t see that – we will not find 
a solution,” European Commission Vice 
President Frans Timmermans warned. 
“We will fail collectively.”

EU nations are now flirting with that 
collective failure, struggling to reform the 
bloc’s asylum rules known as the Dublin 
Regulation – a pillar of Europe’s passport-free 
travel area. Failure to fix Dublin could sound 
the death knell for check-free travel and easy 
cross-border business across Europe – the 
two crowning achievements of the bloc.

For two years, EU governments have battled 
without success to fix Dublin’s biggest contra-
diction: that migrants must seek protection in 
the first European country they arrive in. With 
most migrants entering the Europe via Turkey 
or Libya, that chiefly means Mediterranean 
countries like Greece and Italy.

That rule was part of last week’s dispute 
over the Aquarius, a rescue ship carrying some 
630 people including pregnant women and 
children who were saved off the Libyan coast. 
Italy, which controls Mediterranean rescue 
operations, blocked the ship from landing, 
claiming that the small EU island of Malta 
was closer and should take responsibility.

French President Emmanuel Macron waded 
in, accusing Italy of cynical, irresponsible be-
havior. The new populist government in Rome 
found this hard to swallow, given that French 
border police have been routinely blocking 
thousands of migrants who try to leave Italy, 
upholding the EU’s flawed asylum rules.

Spain’s new center-left government came 
to the rescue, offering the boat safe harbor 
in Valencia, which it reached Sunday. Spain 
also rescued 933 other migrants from 68 
different smuggling boats Friday and Sat-
urday, and recovered four bodies.

“This is not something that Malta, Italy, 
Greece or Spain should be left alone to deal 

with. Countries not in the Mediterranean 
cannot try to use geography to exonerate 
themselves from responsibility,” Roberta 
Metsola, a leading EU lawmaker on migra-
tion, told the Associated Press.

So sensitive is the topic that the EU’s 
Bulgarian presidency has spent months 
supervising closed-door lower-level talks 
to find a compromise – but the problem is 
eminently political, not technical.

Hungary and Poland have refused to 
take in refugees, and other nations barely 
contributed in the EU’s earlier failed attempt 
to share the refugee burden.

The problem has put strong domestic 
political pressure on German Chancellor 
Angela Merkel – who in 2015 refused to 
close Germany’s door to migrants, many 
fleeing conflict in Syria and Iraq. Interior 
Minister Horst Seehofer now wants to turn 
away refugees registered elsewhere.

Austria and Denmark, meanwhile, are 
championing the idea of setting up migrant 
camps outside western Europe, in the neigh-
boring Balkans. Elizabeth Collett, the director 
of Migration Policy Institute Europe, says 
such plans are a sign of desperate times.

“These ideas ... look good on paper, but it 
has been hard to identify a non-EU country 
willing to be a ‘vassal state’ in this way, or 
design a system that would actually func-
tion,” she said. “What has changed now is the 
amount of political desperation involved in 
pursuing these ideas. Countries are willing 
to put more on the table – that is, pay third 
countries more – and are less concerned 
about how well they function.”

EU leaders had ordered a solution to be 
found by this month. With none in sight, 
Merkel and her colleagues are forced to 
grasp the migration nettle again at their 
June 28-29 summit.

A new populist government from Italy in 
their midst – one whose interior minister 
has vowed to deport tens of thousands of 
migrants as soon as he can – will make any 
compromise on migration even more difficult.

“Europe can be the example to everyone 
on this issue but we have to see real polit-
ical will to move away from fiery rhetoric 
to taking tough decisions,” Metsola said.

“The ball is in the [leaders’] court now. 
The world is watching.”

(Source: AP)

World Cup & crimes against humanity

Migrant policy the top threat to EU unity
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David De Gea will remain between the posts for Spain’s 
World Cup clash with Iran despite his mistake in the draw 
with Portugal.

Spain coach Fernando Hierro has insisted he has full 
confidence in David de Gea and the Manchester United 
man will retain his spot in the side despite his mistake in 
the draw with Portugal. De Gea fumbled an effort from 
Cristiano Ronaldo from distance in Friday’s 3-3 draw with 
their Iberian rivals and made a similar mistake in a warm 
up match against Switzerland earlier this month.

Criticism for the goalkeeper has been widespread fol-
lowing his latest blunder but Hierro, set for just his second 

match in charge of La Roja, has confirmed that De Gea will 
start against Iran on Wednesday.

“I see David as being very calm and he has all our confi-
dence in full,” Hierro told a media conference. 

“Players need confidence and support at all times and 
my decision [that he will play] is very clear. I will be fair 
with every player.

“The squad has had a day off and that helped David re-
lax and step away, because we are more interested with 
natural methods in our preparations, making sure we get 
our heads right.”

Spain midfielder Isco also backed De Gea to bounce 

back from his disappointment, adding: “David is fine. 
No one likes to fail. He is one of the best goalkeepers in 
the world and he knows how to react. We’re giving him 
a lot of affection.”

Isco, featuring at his first World Cup, spoke of the squad’s 
desire to perform after Spain’s failure four years ago - where 
they tumbled out in the group stages.

He continued: “This team is very proud and [full of] 
heart, we are really looking forward to doing things right. 
We will grow up against adversities and we will not crumble 
at any time.”

(Source: Sportskeeda)

‘Minor setback’ can be good 
for Germany, says former 
captain Lahm

Former Germany captain Philipp Lahm on Monday labelled 
his country’s shock defeat by Mexico as “a minor setback” that 
could help unite the players in their common goal to defend 
their World Cup title.

Lahm, who captained the team to victory in Brazil four years 
ago and has since retired, told reporters during a visit to a German 
school in the Russian capital that the team’s chances to make 
the knockout stage were still intact.

“This is an experienced team. The coaching staff is experi-
enced,” the former defender said. “They know how to deal with 
this defeat. Everything is still possible.”

Sunday’s loss was Germany’s first in a World Cup opener in 
36 years and the team has not been eliminated in the group stage 
since the 1938 tournament.

Under coach Joachim Loew, Germany have reached at least 
the semi-finals in every World Cup or European Championship 
since he took over in 2006.

But their performance against Mexico was well below par, 
raising questions about their title chances and piling pressure on 
them to win their two remaining Group F games against Sweden 
and South Korea.

“You could hear already yesterday that players were self-crit-
ical,” he said. “The German team just did not hit their top form. 
That can happen because at a World Cup you come up against 
tough opponents.”

Germany next play the Swedes in Sochi on Saturday before 
facing the Koreans in Kazan four days later.

“A minor setback is not a bad thing to bring the team closer 
together,” Lahm said.

(Source: Reuters)

 Blaming nerves for their underwhelming 1-0 opening World 
Cup win against Egypt, Uruguay vowed to be sharper and faster 
when they face Saudi Arabia on Wednesday.

Uruguay beat a 48-year curse of failing to win a World Cup 
finals opener on Friday, but needed an 89th-minute header to 
do so. And unusually, Barcelona striker Luis Suarez missed three 
golden chances to score.

But Rodrigo Bentancur brushed aside concerns about the 
twice world champions’ form and said they would be in top shape 
for their second game of Group A.

“The first game is over and nerves are easing a bit,” the Ju-
ventus midfielder told reporters.

“The other day the game was a little slow. We all lacked a little 
mobility,” said Bentancur, vowing the South Americans would 
be faster and get the ball forwards.

A victory against low-ranked Saudi Arabia and Russia in 
their final group games will be good preparation for what will 
undoubtedly be much stiffer test in the last 16, where they will 
probably face either Spain or Portugal.

Uruguay are determined not to be complacent, given that 
tournament favorites Brazil, Germany, Spain and Argentina all 
failed to win their first games.

“It’s a very even World Cup,” said winger Cristian Rodriguez.
(Source: Euronews)

A statue of Cristiano Ronaldo that was widely mocked and left 
football fans scratching their heads has been replaced.

The bronze bust of the Real Madrid and Portugal forward went 
viral with people questioning its resemblance to the player, after 
it was placed on display at Madeira airport last year.

Some compared its likeness to former Republic of Ireland 
captain Niall Quinn, but sculptor Emanuel Santos said his work 
was just “a matter of taste”.

The airport has replaced his original effort with a bust that 
boasts a greater likeness to Ronaldo.

According to Madeira Island News, Ronaldo’s family made 
the request for the replacement through the CR7 Museum, which 
is based on the Portuguese island.

The switch took place on the same day that Ronaldo, 33, scored 
a hat-trickagainst Spain in Portugal’s World Cup opener in Russia.

But the change has not gone down well with everyone and a 
petition has been started to bring the old sculpture back.

“The bust is more an attraction for our island today and we 
can not accept in any way its replacement,” the petition says.

The original statue was revealed in March last year at a cer-
emony to name Madeira’s airport after Ronaldo, who is a local 
hero on the island for what is seen as his rags-to-riches success.

Santos later had a second attempt to silence his critics with 
a second sculpture of Ronaldo, commissioned by the website 
Bleacher Report.

(Source: BBC)

Uruguay vow sharper 
performance against Saudis 
after opening game nerves

Mocked Ronaldo bronze 
statue at Madeira airport 
replaced

Three-time Grand Slam champion Andy Murray is set to 
make his competitive return to action at Queen’s Club this 
week after almost a year out with a hip injury.

The 31-year-old Briton talks about the decision to have 
surgery in January, and his recovery, in his regular BBC 
Sport column.

Moving towards the start line now feels great and I’m 
really looking forward to playing again. There have been 
times where I have been practising on the court and not 
managed to get to the start line.

With sport you play to win but when you are away from 
something you love doing for almost a year you realise you’re 
playing because you love it.

I didn’t start playing to win Wimbledon or get to number 
one in the world. I never believed that was something I 
was going to do or something I thought about when I was 
a kid growing up.

I played tennis because I loved it and continued doing 
that throughout my whole career.

Of course pressure comes as you get older and start to 
do better but when you step away from the sport for a long 
time then you look at things a little bit differently.

    Emotional Instagram post showed I was hurting

I posted a message on my Instagram page just before 
the surgery - that was a tough time for me.

A lot of things get written and you don’t always have the 
opportunity to respond to what has been said.

When, after six months of not competing, you’re still not 
good enough to be where you want to be and looking like 
you’re going to have to have surgery, it’s the lowest point 
you can get to in your professional career.

People might say, “oh, you’ve got it great” - which I’m 

aware that we do and I’m very lucky I get to play tennis 
for a living.

But that’s what I’ve been doing since I was a child, and 
when you’re not able to do something that you love it’s tough.

That was why I posted on Instagram, because at the 
time I was getting asked lots of questions and I didn’t have 
all of the answers.

    Surgery was the only option
It had been six months since I last played, in the quar-

ter-final at Wimbledon, but I wouldn’t say I gave the hip a 
fair chance to fully recover until after the US Open.

I was trying to play the US Open at the end of August, 
which I said at the time was probably a mistake, but after 
that I did pretty much everything that was recommended 
by doctors.

I was doing lots of really good stuff in the gym but then 
I wasn’t translating it on to court.

I was still feeling uncomfortable when I was on the court, 
and then that was when I decided I had to have the surgery.

No athlete wants to go through surgery. You want to 
avoid it. But it was at the stage where that was what was 
being recommended me and I went ahead with it.

(Source: BBC)

Andy Murray: How I’ve recovered from lowest point of career

Colombia launch their World Cup campaign 
on Tuesday while hosts Russia could put 
one foot in the knockout stages.

Here, Press Association Sport ponders 
what to look out for on Tuesday:

   Colombia v Japan
Radamel Falcao will make his long-await-

ed World Cup debut as Colombia look to 
emulate the form which swept them to 
the quarter-finals in 2014. But Jose Pek-
erman’s side will have to improve on a poor 
qualifying campaign, in which they limped 
over the line in fourth place. Japan have 
also had a patchy recent history, sacking 
boss Vahid Halilhodzic two months ago 
despite the Bosnian having steered them 
to a sixth consecutive finals, following a 
string of poor friendly results.

   Poland v Senegal
They might not be the biggest-name 

nations but Poland and Senegal could serve 
up a treat at the Spartak Stadium. Bayern 
Munich star Robert Lewandowski is the 
Poles’ main star and will be supplied by the 
pace of the likes of Jakub Blaszczykowski. 
But few World Cup rivals can match Senegal 
for attacking threat, with coach Aliou Cisse 
having a whole series of options with regard 
to who will partner Liverpool striker Sadio 
Mane up front.

   Russia v Egypt
Hosts Russia started the World Cup in 

style with a 5-0 thrashing of Saudi Arabia 

and will be big favourites to beat Egypt. 
But while the Saudis offered scant resist-
ance, the Pharaohs ought to be a different 
proposition, desperate to atone for their 
heartbreaking late loss to Uruguay and 
keep their own tournament alive. The big 
question is whether Mohamed Salah will 
make his first belated appearance.

   Media briefings
Brace yourself for a further Cristiano 

Ronaldo love-in as Portugal host their press 
conference ahead of Wednesday’s clash 
with Morocco. Coach Fernando Santos is 
sure to be grilled about the Real Madrid 
hero, who struck a stunning hat-trick in 
the opener against Spain. It will be equally 
entertaining to discover how Morocco and 
their coach Herve Renard – smarting from 
their last-gasp opening loss to Iran – intend 
to stop him.

   Also coming up
Fernando Hierro endured a tumultuous 

opening game in charge of Spain and will be 
keen to stamp more of his authority as he 
faces the media ahead of his side’s second 
group game against buoyant Iran. There 
are also press conferences for Uruguay and 
Saudi Arabia respectively, with Saudi coach 
Juan Antonio Pizzi already under colos-
sal pressure following an opening result 
which was described in his homeland as 
“shameful”.

(Source: Breaking News)

Mexico’s astonishing win over Germany has 
raised hopes that they could finally break 
a long-running jinx at the World Cup and 
go beyond the second round.

Proceeding to the last eight or beyond 
has become a Sisyphean task for the Mex-
icans who have gone out in the round of 
16 at the last six World Cups and have 
not reached the quarter-finals since they 
hosted the competition in 1986.

The routine is pretty much the same: 
Mexico arrive with high hopes but amid 
off-field controversy, progress comfortably 
through the group stage and then lose their 
nerve in the last 16. The last World Cup 
was a classic example where Mexico led the 
Netherlands until the 88th minute before 
conceding two quick fire goals to lose 2-1.

There have also been two defeats to 
Argentina, one to Bulgaria on penalties, 
one against Germany — where they also 
led until well into the second half — and an 
especially painful one against neighbours 
the United States.

Sunday’s remarkable win over the world 
champions, however, has suggested that this 
Mexico team are psychologically stronger 
than their predecessors and that may just 
help them take the extra step.

“We have a professional in this area 
who has done a very good job,” coach Juan 
Carlos Osorio said on Sunday. “We work 
on psychology with books, videos, films 

and set phrases.”
A key part of the approach is that Osorio, 

Mexico’s ninth coach since the 2006 World 
Cup, tries to shield the players from the 
ferocious pressure of the Mexican media.

“The pressure is all on me so they can 
go out and enjoy their football,” he said. 
“If we win, the credit goes to the players 
and if not, then it’s my fault... that’s the 
world of football.”

Osorio has certainly suffered during his 
three years in a job and a set up which one 
of his predecessors, Sven-Goran Eriksson, 
described as “absurd.”

The Swede said he had to report to “dif-
ferent people all with different interests” 
and that the owners of the professional 
clubs exerted heavy influence over the 
national team.

Osorio survived calls for his head after 
his team were thrashed 7-0 by Chile at the 
Copa America Centenario two years ago.

He was also under fire at the Confeder-
ations Cup last year for rotating the team, 
especially after a lacklustre win over New 
Zealand and emphatic defeat against Ger-
many in the semi-finals.

But a relatively straightforward qual-
ification — a stark contrast to 2014 when 
Mexico almost failed to reach Brazil — 
eased the pressure on the softly-spoken 
Colombian.

 (Source: Mirror)

5 things to look out for at the World 
Cup on Tuesday

Shock win over Germany could help 
Mexico overcome last-16 jinx

Hierro has full confidence 
in De Gea

“Feel the power of dream at 
2018 World Cup” 
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Iran’s Cheshmi loses 2018 
World Cup
(MNA) — Iranian national defender midfielder Rouzbeh Cheshmi 
suffered an injury during Team Melli’s training session on Sun-
day and cannot play for Iran during 2018 World Cup anymore.

Iran’s medical team immediately checked his injury and later 
decided that he cannot attend Team Melli’s next matches, meaning 
that he is sidelined for at least 4 weeks.

His recovery and remedial process has already started, the 
official website of Iran Football Federation reported.

Cheshmi, who is one of the favorite midfielders and defenders of 
Carlos Quieroz, will remain in Russia till the end of the competitions.

The Esteghlal FC defender proved his quality in the first match 
of Iran against Morocco which ended with a dramatic 1-0 victory 
for Team Melli.

Iran is now at the top of Group B standings and is going to face 
Spain on Wednesday before meeting Ronaldo’s team on next Monday.

Iran crowned champion 
at World Deaf Freestyle 
Wrestling C’ships

(MNA) — Gaining 5 gold, 1 silver and 2 bronze medals and 
a total point of 193, Iran was crowned champion at the 5th 
World Deaf Senior Freestyle Wrestling Championships held 
in Vladimir, Russia.

Mohammad Siavoshi (57kg), Hossein Nouri (70kg), Hossein 
Darikvand (74kg), Mohsen Manouchehri (86kg) and Moham-
mad-Rasoul Qamarpour (92kg) each snatched a gold medal at 
the competitions while Keivan Rostamabadi (61kg) won the only 
silver medal for Iran.

Also, Saied Younesi (79kg) and Akbar Saberi (97kg) were the 
Bronze-winners of the Iranian squad.

Turkey also gained 193 points but thanks to Iran’s 5 gold 
medals compared to Turkey’s 4 gold, Iran ranked first and Turkey 
stood second. The host Russia finished third with 180 points.

The tournament started in both Greco-Roman and Freestyle 
on June 11 and will end on June 19. The competitions are in both 
junior and senior levels.

On June 15, Iranian deaf Greco Roman wrestlers took the 
third place in the competitions by winning four silver and three 
bronze medals.

‘Iranian Messi’ feels at home 
at World Cup 

KAZAN, Russia— It was on a cold night of November two 
years ago that Iran center forward Sardar Azmoun displayed 
his class to the world.

Playing against Bayern Munich in the Champions League with 
his Russian Premier League club Rostov, Azmoun collected a pass 
from a teammate on the edge of the area. He continued his run 
into the box, sent defender Jerome Boateng to the ground with 
a fine dribble and showed the composure of a seasoned veteran 
to slot the ball home with a calm finish.

That night, Rostov pulled off a surprise 3-2 win over Bayern, 
the kind of upset Iran will be looking for when it takes on Spain 
at the Kazan Arena on Wednesday at the World Cup following 
a 1-0 win against Morocco in its opening game. Spain drew its 
opening Group B match 3-3 with Portugal last week.

With his excellent dribbling skills, the 23-year-old Azmoun 
has all the qualities required to become a big star of the game. 
Already regarded as one of the best players in the Russian Pre-
mier League, Azmoun was impressive during Iran’s unbeaten 
qualifying campaign for the World Cup, scoring 11 goals.

With 23 goals in 33 international matches, Azmoun is already 
fifth on Iran’s all-time list, following in the footsteps of the great 
Ali Daei, who scored 109 goals in 149 appearances with Iran.

“As a child, I used to look up at players like Ali Daei, or Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic,” Azmoun said. “Watching and studying them told 
me a lot as a player.”

Azmoun has been nicknamed the “Iranian Messi” although 
he takes his inspiration from the former Sweden international.

“Ibrahimovic is a great player, and as a fellow forward, he 
probably is the player I most want to play like.”

Of course, Azmoun is lagging well behind Messi and Ibrahi-
movic in the soccer greats’ hierarchy, but his potential is huge. At 
6 feet 4 inches tall (1.86 meters), Azmoun has excellent qualities 
in the air, but he is also a top goal poacher with finishing skills. 
His talent hasn’t gone unnoticed and Azmoun has been linked 
for a move with several big European teams.

The son of a former Iran volleyball player, he has been playing 
in Russia since he turned professional. Now with Rubin Kazan, 
he will feel at home against Spain as the game has been sched-
uled at the Kazan Arena in the capital of the Tatarstan region.

 Different goals
Although Iran is attacking more than at the last World Cup, 

coach Carlos Queiroz’s team can now focus on defending well 
as a draw would keep it ahead of the 2010 champions in their 
quest for a knockout round spot.

Spain’s priority will be not only to win after being held to a 3-3 
draw by Portugal, but also to score as many goals as possible in a 
group where top spot is likely to be decided on goal difference if 
Spain and Portugal win their last two remaining matches.

Iran has proved to be very difficult to break. The Persian side 
was able to produce a clean sheet against Morocco after staying 
unbeaten in 10 qualifiers. It didn’t concede a single goal in their 
first nine qualifying games.

“Everybody knows that Spain is one of the greatest teams in 
football history, and one thing that we can guarantee is that the 
Spanish team will not have an easy time against us,” Iran goal-
keeper Alireza Beiranvand said. “Everybody knows that our boys 
are fighters, and we will fight and we will keep our concentration 
until the very last second of the match.”

 Still favorites
Spanish players have shown against Portugal they have quickly 

digested the unexpected firing of coach Julen Lopetegui.
They failed to win against Portugal, but were far better than 

their Iberian rivals during a fine display of collective strength and 
beautiful football. Andres Iniesta and Sergio Busquets impressed 
in midfield and center forward Diego Costa is in sensational form.

“When one has players like these, who collaborate and 
work hard, life is so much easier,” new Spain coach Fernando 
Hierro said. “One is grateful when one has folks who are so 
committed.”

(Source: The Telegraph)

By Samuel Petrequin

Usatoday - Nike responded defiantly on Sunday follow-
ing criticism over its refusal to provide cleats for the Iran 
World Cup team – due to United States sanctions against 
the country.

Shortly before the tournament, the Iranian team said 
Nike had pulled out of a commitment to supply its cleats. 
Following its dramatic opening game victory over Morocco, 
several players and head coach Carlos Queiroz criticized 
the American sportswear giant over its stance.

However, in an e-mail to USA TODAY Sports, Nike 
claimed that it had been “complying with this legal re-
quirement for many years,” and emphasized that due to 
government restrictions, being unable to send footwear 
to the squad was “not a choice.”

 “US sanctions mean that, as a US company, NIKE cannot 
supply shoes to players in the Iranian National team at 
this time,” a statement from Nike’s media relations team 
read. “Sanctions applicable to NIKE have been in place 
for many years and are enforceable by law.”

The saga has reflected poorly on Nike, leading to heavy 
criticism internationally, yet the company feels that the 
full story has not come out. Nike’s e-mail added that there 
had been no sudden change in its policy towards provid-
ing product to Iran and that “suggestions otherwise are 
misleading.”

Iran’s squad has been incensed by the situation and the 

story line has been the biggest talking point surrounding 
the team’s campaign.

“What Nike did to us was very wrong,” forward Karim 
Ansarifard told ESPN. “I can tell you, as a footballer, we 
don’t compare diplomatic and political problems to sports.”

Queiroz has long highlighted the struggles faced by the 
Iran team, which has a competitive and travel budget far 
lower than many teams in the tournament.

“Let them enjoy football like all the other football players 

in the world,” Queiroz said. “They are not against nobody 
or against nothing. They just want to express themselves 
and play football. It is totally unfair to 23 boys who just 
want to play football. They deserve to be treated like all 
the other players in the world.”

Political sanctions against Iran have long been in place, 
but there have been reports of them being implemented 
more rigorously in recent years. However, Nike was clear 
that its approach towards Iran had nothing to do with 
the Trump administration, as the relevant sanctions were 
implemented before the last election.

Nike pointed out that any player can buy Nike products, 
and that the company is also permitted to sponsor Iranian 
athletes who don’t live in their homeland. Nine members of 
the squad play in Iran, while the rest play for clubs abroad.

Iran’s World Cup jerseys are provided by German-owned 
Adidas. That company’s CEO, Kasper Rorsted, said Iran 
is one of 12 teams it sponsors.

“We equip the Iranian team because a lot of Iranians 
love football, and at the end of the day we believe in sport,” 
Rorsted told Russia’s RT.com. “We believe that through 
sport we have the power to change lives.

“If we start being a political engine then we don’t actu-
ally have the freedom to do what we want to do and that’s 
really making people’s lives better.”

(Source: persianleague.com)

Nike says Iran World Cup saga is ‘misleading’

1      “Do they know some person from 
some photos?... And police keep us in 
the airport in one small place for almost 
three hours and at the same time Poland 
passed close to us with smiles, without 
any procedure...”

“We are a national team in one sport... 
For us it mustn’t be a problem,” the 
coach said.

He further deplored the planning for 
the VNL and said, “This stupid kind of 
competition... How is it possible that Iran 
has changed every week continent but 
France, Bulgaria, Serbia, Russia, USA, 
Poland and the others just traveled in 
one or two continents...?”

“Also, how is it possible that young 
sportsmen can’t get a visa for USA or 
EU... What is this... It is not sport,” 
Kolakovic added.

“I am so angry because a lot of players 
are injured, not only from Iran... But for 
us, now, it is a big problem. We have to 
think about Word championship... For 
example for today match against USA 
we can’t count on a lot of players for dif-
ferent reasons... For example, Mousavi, 
Javad, Touhte, Kazemi, Sarifi, Salafzoon, 
Gafour, Gayemi... It is so much,” Kolak-
ovic concluded.

The remarks came as Iran’s national 
volleyball team lost its match against 
the United States in the fourth week of 
VNL on Monday.

Later this week, Iran will host South 
Korea, Bulgaria, and Germany in Tehran 
in the final week of VNL. Iran has no 
chance to advance to the next round of 
the competitions and will only play the 
next three matches for pride.

FBI’s nasty treatment of Iran national 
volleyball team

In a crowded stadium where Iranians 
were loud and jubilant, team US hosts 
managed to defeat their guests from Iran 
in three consecutive sets.  

In a close first set the US defeated 
Iran 29-27 to take the early lead. In the 
second set, the US squad gained a 25-
20 victory over Iran and the third set 
was once again tight, ending in a 26-24 
victory for the US team.  

The loss came after Iranian volleyball 
players had thumped world champion 
Poland 3-0 (26-24, 26-24 and 25-22) 
in their opening match and later lost to 
Serbia in a narrow defeat (25-21, 22-25, 
25-27, 25-20 and 11-15).

Iran, Poland and Serbia joined the US 
Men’s National Team for three days of 
FIVB Volleyball Nations League matches 
on June 15-17, 2018 at the Sears Centre 

Arena in Hoffman Estates, Ill.
The US men’s team ranks number 

2 in the world, Poland number 3, Iran 
number 8 and Serbia eleventh in the 
world.

The 2018 FIVB Volleyball Men’s Na-
tions League kicked off on May 25, and 
will run through July 8 in 22 host cities.

A total of 16 teams compete in a 
round-robin format with every core 
team hosting a pool at least once.

The teams are divided into four pools of 
four teams at each week and compete five 
weeks long, with a total of 120 matches.

The top five teams after the prelimi-
nary round join the host of the final round 
to compete in the last level.

The relegation takes in consideration 
only the 4 challenger teams.

(Source: Press TV)

US beats Iran in 3 sets at FIVB 
Volleyball Nations League

JUNE 19, 2018

Spain not a worry for 
Queiroz

Saint Petersburg: Carlos Queiroz is not one to dwell on the 
past and the Islamic Republic of Iran head coach is already 
planning to ensure his team remain ahead in Group B of 
the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia.

IR Iran lead the group after Matchday One, which saw 
the Central Asians scoring a heart-stopping 1-0 win over 
Morocco while Spain and Portugal played to a thrilling 
3-3 draw in the other match.

Up next for IR Iran are 2010 world champions Spain, 
who must be hurting after Cristiano Ronaldo’s late free-
kick not only gave him a hat-trick but salvaged a point 
for Portugal.

Queiroz, however, isn’t worried about what Spain have 
to offer as he is focused on his team and making sure they 

not only maintain top spot in the group but take a huge step 
forward in their bid to qualify for the Knockout Stage for 
the first time in five appearances at the FIFA World Cup.

“Top spot in the group is not for sale and neither is it 
for rent. Spain are a quality team but we want to keep top 
spot,” said Queiroz, who is leading IR Iran for a second 
successive FIFA World Cup.

The win over Morocco was IR Iran’s second World Cup 
victory in the country’s history and means Queiroz’s side 
head into their clash against La Roja on Wednesday with 
momentum and hope.

“If the game against Morocco was the World Cup final 
for us, the game against Spain (on Wednesday) will be the 
Universe Cup final,” Queiroz had said after Friday’s win.

It was win that sparked celebrations back home and 
Team Melli will now look to push harder against a Spanish 
side who were rocked by the sacking of head coach Julen 
Lopetegui, who was replaced by Fernando Hierro.

That aside, Spain’s quality is unquestionable as they 
twice came from behind to lead Portugal 3-2 and had it not 
been for Ronaldo’s superb late free-kick, the three points 
would have been for Hierro’s side.

IR Iran, however, also showed that they don’t stop till 
the final whistle and with their efforts against Morocco 
rewarded - courtesy of Aziz Bouhaddouz nodding into his 
own net deep in added time - Queiroz has every reason 
to believe that Team Melli can get a result against Spain.

(Source: the-afc.com)

“80 Million People, 
One Nation, One Heartbeat”



TEHRAN – Two-time 
Oscar-winning director 

Asghar Farhadi will preside over the jury 
of the official competition at the 15th Yerevan 
Golden Apricot International Film Festival, 
which will be held in the Armenian capital 
during July, the organizers have announced.

British cinematographer Larry Smith, 
German film expert Beki Probst who is the 
president of the European Film Market, 
Russian filmmaker Boris Khlebnikov and 
French photographer Valerie Massadian 
are members of the jury.

Farhadi’s latest movie “Everybody Knows” 
starring Penelope Cruse and Javier Bardem 
will be screened in the Non-Competition sec-
tion of the festival, which will open with the 
screening of “The House by the Sea” (“La 
villa”) by French-Armenian filmmaker Robert 
Guédiguian on July 8.

Eight films, including “Nervous Transla-
tion” by Shireen Seno from the Philippines, 
“In the Aisles” by Thomas Stuber from Ger-
many, “Omnipresent” by Ilian Djevelekov 
from Bulgaria, “Anna’s War” by Aleksey 
Fedorchenko from Russia, “Tigre” by Ul-
ises Porra Guardiola and Silvina Schnicer 
from Argentina and “Butterflies” by Tolga 
Karaçelik from Turkey, will compete in the 
official section.

Director Abolfazl Saffari’s “Sunset Truck”, 
a co-production between Iran and Germany, 

and director Anahid Abad’s “Yeva”, a co-pro-
duction between Armenia and Iran, will be 

screened in the Armenian Panorama section.
The festival will come to an end by hon-

oring winners during a special ceremony 
on July 15.
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Cornell’s daughter pays tribute 
to late rocker with duet

“Mermaid” wins jury award 
at China SCO festival

Hobbit’s five armies 
clash in Czech forest

Aleppo governor praises Owj cultural 
services for Syrian children 

DOKSY, The Czech Republic 
(Reuters) — Spears crossed, swords 
touched and arrows flew in a Czech forest 
over the weekend as hundreds of fans of 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit reenacted a 
major battle.

More than 1,000 people, dressed in 
costumes from Tolkien’s books, took part 
in the Battle of the Five Armies, according 
to organizers of the annual event, held in 
a forest near the Czech town of Doksy, 80 
kilometers (50 miles) north of Prague.

They fought with wooden weapons and 
any sharp points were wrapped in plastic 
to avoid injuries.

Although inspired by well known stories 
from Middle-earth, the results of battles 
at the event are not predetermined, and 
on several occasions the evil side has 
actually won.

“We come here to enjoy a great battle, 

great atmosphere, have a little fight and 
to meet people one sees only once a year,” 
said Lucie Zavadilova, attending the battle 
for the sixth time.

TEHRAN – The 
governor of Aleppo, 

Hussein Ahmad Diab, has praised 
the cultural services provided by the 
Owj Arts and Media Organization, a 
Tehran-based institution producing 
revolutionary works in art and cinema, 
for Syrian children, the Persian service 
of MNA reported on Monday.

He made the remarks in a visit to the 
Grand Festival of Bright Nights that 
Owj organized in Aleppo’s Saadallah 

Al Jabiri Square to celebrate Id al-Fitr, 
the celebration marking the end of the 
month of Ramadan.

In a brief speech, he said that Iran 
was a good friend during the Syrian 
war and is also a good companion after 
the war.

The Owj Arts and Media Organization 
has established a cultural center for 
children in Aleppo, organizing poetry 
and storytelling festivals and other 
cultural events.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Chris Cornell’s 
daughter has released a recording of a duet 
with her late father as part of an emotional 
tribute to the late rocker on Father’s Day.

Toni Cornell released the duet of Prince’s 
“Nothing Compares 2 U” on Sunday along 
with a note thanking her dad for his sup-
port of her.

“You gave me courage when I didn’t 
have any. You believed in me when I didn’t. 
I miss your love everyday,” Toni Cornell, 
13, wrote in posts that accompanied the 
song on Instagram and YouTube. “Record-
ing this song with you was a special and 
amazing experience I wish I could repeat 
100 times over and I know you would too.”

Chris Cornell died in May 2017 while on 
tour and his death was ruled a suicide. He 
was a leader of the grunge movement with 
Seattle-based Soundgarden, and enjoyed 
a successful career with other bands and 

as a solo artist.
Toni Cornell performed “Hallelujah” 

with One Republic on ABC’s “Good Morning 
America” in August as a tribute to her father 
and late rocker Chester Bennington, who 
also died by suicide in July 2017.

TEHRAN – “Mermaid” 
by Iranian director Amir-

Masud Aqababaian won a special jury award 
at the first Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
(SCO) Film Festival held in Qingdao, Shandong 
Province, the Xinhua News Agency announced 
on Sunday.

The film is about Yunes, a survivor of a 
diving team from the Iran-Iraq war, who lives 
in an Iranian city near the Persian Gulf and 
tries to prove the oil companies are responsible 
for the water pollution in the gulf.

“Yo’L Bo’Lsin” from Uzbekistan, “Air Safar” 
from Tajikistan, “Punjab Nahi Jaungi” from 
Pakistan and “Tum-Pabi-Dum” from Belarus 
also won special jury awards at this festival. 

“Mina Walking” from Afghanistan and 
“Enter the Forbidden City” from China 
shared the award for best film while “Mina 
Walking” brought Yosef Baraki the award 
for best director.

Iranian director and writer Masud Jafari-
Jozani was a member of the jury panel of the 
festival, which was held from June 13 to 17. 

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The combined powers of 
superheroes, the Pixar brand and a draught of family-friendly 
films helped “Incredibles 2” become the best animated 
opening of all time, the biggest PG-rated launch ever and 
the 8th highest film launch overall.

Disney estimated Sunday that the film earned $180 
million in its first weekend in North American theaters 
— far surpassing industry analysts’ loftiest expectations 
which had the film pegged for a $120 to $140 million debut.

The previous animation record-holder was another Pixar 
sequel, “Finding Dory”, which had a $135 million launch in 
2016. It was Disney’s live-action “Beauty and the Beast” that 
held the record for a PG debut with $174.8 million in 2017.

“You don’t get to this level of opening without appealing 
to everyone whether you’re a fan of animation, superheroes 
or just out to have a good time and want to see a good 
movie,” said Cathleen Taff, the head of distribution for 
Walt Disney Studios. “We had a film that had something 
for all ages.”

According to Disney, adults made up 31 percent of the 
audience, families accounted for 57 percent and teens 11 
percent.

“Incredibles 2” comes 14 years after “The Incredibles”, 
which at the time boasted one of the biggest animated 
openings ever, and picks up right where the first film left 
off with the superhero family. Brad Bird returned to write 
and direct the sequel, which has been overwhelmingly 
well-received by both critics and audiences.

“This is one of the biggest over-performances I’ve 
ever seen,” said comScore senior media analyst Paul 
Dergarabedian. “To over-perform by $40 million means 
everyone underestimated the power of animation to draw 

huge audiences.”
“Incredibles 2” is also the second biggest ever June 

debut, behind only “Jurassic World” ($208.8 million), 
which has its own sequel preparing to take a bite out of the 
box office when its opens in North America next weekend.

It knocked “Ocean’s 8” to a distant second in its second 
weekend in theaters with $19.6 million. “Ocean’s 8” still 
managed to outdo the non-“Incredibles” newcomers, like 
the R-rated comedy “Tag”, also a Warner Bros. release, 
which opened in third place with $14.6 million.

“Solo: A Star Wars Story”, fell to fourth place with $9.1 
million and “Deadpool 2” rounded out the top five with an 
additional $8.8 million.

Sony’s “Superfly” remake landed in seventh place in its 
first weekend with $6.3 million, and Vertical Entertainment’s 
“Gotti,” starring John Travolta, opened outside of the top 10. 
Playing in 503 locations, the long-delayed film which boasts 
a 0 percent rating on Rotten Tomatoes, took in $1.7 million.

After a slow early June, the box office overall is now 
running around 6 percent ahead of where it was last year 
and will likely continue that growth next weekend when 
“Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom” launches stateside.

Danish library to host 
exhibition by Iranian artists

TEHRAN — Iranian artists Sara Ashrafi and 
Majid Hosseini will showcase a collection of 

their paintings in an exhibition titled “Sudoku” in the Danish 
city of Naestved.

The exhibit will open at the Naestved Library and Citizens’ 
Service on July 3 and will be running until July 31.

“The exhibit has been arranged at the invitation of the librarian 
and counselor of the library, Ida Marie Eriksen,” Ashrafi told the 
Persian service of Honaronline on Monday.

“Hosseini has been living in Naestved and his works mainly 
are surrealistic. He follows his own specific style and has held 
several exhibits across Europe,” Ashrafi added.

She also said that her own paintings will be put on display 
with special frames embellished with intarsia works created by 
artisans from Markazi Province.

“I need to travel to Denmark a bit sooner to add the frames 
to the works since they are a part of the artworks,” she added.

The exhibit takes its name from the popular Japanese puzzle 
game Sudoku, which is based on the logical placement of numbers.

“In this game, the numbers need to be alone and this feeling 
of loneliness is quite obvious in my works. I think my paintings 
mostly reflect the loneliness of mankind,” she explained.

Asghar Farhadi picked as jury head 
of Golden Apricot filmfest

A painting by Sara Ashrafi. 

Director Asghar Farhadi in an undated photo

 In this July 29, 2015 file photo, Chris Cor-
nell plays guitar during a portrait session 
at The Paramount Ranch in Agoura Hills, 
Calif. (AP/ Casey Curry/Invision)

Amir Aqai acts in a scene from “Mermaid” by Amir-Masud Aqababaian.

Participants dressed as characters such 
as elves, dwarves, goblins and orcs from 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s novel “The Hobbit” re-en-
act the “Battle of Five Armies” in a forest 
near the town of Doksy, Czech Republic, 
June 16, 2018. (Reuters/David W Cerny)

The logo of the Owj Arts and Media Organization

“Media Literacy in a Glance” 
published in English 

TEHRAN – “Media Literacy in a Glance” 
compiled by Iranian writer Masumeh Nasiri 

has recently been published in English.

The Persian version of the book is an abstract from the “In-
telligent Citizen” series and has been published by Poshtiban 
Publications.

The Persian version was displayed at the 11th International 
Digital Media Fair in Tehran during November 2017.

Jay-Z, Beyonce release 
surprise album 
‘Everything Is Love’

 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jay-Z and Beyonce are keeping up a 
family tradition, dropping a surprise album before anyone knew 
it was coming.

The couple released a joint album that touches on the rapper’s 
disgust at this year’s Grammy Awards and features a shout out 
from their daughter Blue Ivy to her siblings.

The nine-track album “Everything Is Love” dropped Saturday 
on the Tidal music streaming service that Jay-Z partially owns.

The album features Beyonce rapping on songs more than she 
has done on previous releases.

One song that has a profanity in its title includes Jay-Z lash-
ing out at the Grammys. He was the top nominee at February’s 
awards show, but left empty-handed.

The rapper also says he turned down the NFL Super Bowl 
halftime show, rapping that the league needs him more than 
he needs them.

Blue Ivy ends the song “BOSS” with a shout-out to her 1-year-
old brother and sister, Rumi and Sir.

In 2013, Beyonce released the self-titled album “Beyonce” 
without any notice.

Front cover of the English version of “Media Literacy in a Glance”.

“Incredibles 2” crushes animation record with $180 million

This image released by Disney Pixar shows a scene from 
“Incredibles 2”. (Disney/Pixar via AP)
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